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Healthy Lifestyles

LISTEN TO YOUR BODY WEEK
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The production of Two Thin was a central part of the
activities of last week's "Listen to Your Body" week. For
a complete review of the show see Arts, page 16.

MICOL SABBADINI
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ConnPIRG Seeks ''Green' ' Energy
JONATHAN CHESNEY
NEWS WRITER
When the dorms or class
rooms at Tiimly have,, heating
problems, not only are the occupants uncomfortable, but finite
resources arc being wasted. One
group on campus is trying to
change that. The, Green Campus
group, under the auspices of the
Connecticut Student Public
Interest
Research
Group
(ConnPIRG), a state-wide environmental and consumer watchdog group directed and funded by
students, is attempting to raise
money to set the stage at Trinity
for renewable energy usage. The
group consists of about ten students and receives help from such
faculty as Professor Joan

Morrison of the Biology department Last scmestei, they SUL^ j gpi funding fo>bw ipoj;©,
recycling bins for the campus.
"The group is concerned, with
energy because it's increasingly a
pivotal environmental and political issue," said Andy Hatch '03.
Currently, the group is raising
money through bake sales, raffles, and other fundraisers in
order to join the Green
Connecticut Energy Co-op which
provides renewable energy
sources and information. The
school needs to pay $1500 to join
the Co-op. Once Trinity joins,
this will entitle the school, as well
as any Connecticut resident associated with the school (students,
faculty, staff), to two things: the
no-charge consultation services

of the Co-op that will help the
school become moie energy efhenergy" from the Co-op, Which
uses wind, hydroelectric, and
methane gas (from landfills) for
power. The purchase of "green
energy" means the acquisition of
things like more efficient equipment such as light bulbs or more
energy efficient building designs.
While green energy would be
more expensive than the energy
currently supplied by CT Light &
Power, this depends on how much
energy the school buys from the
Co-op (i.e. the more Trinity buys,
the cheaper it will be). This will,
however, save the school money
in the long run in terms of energy
usage and new buildings.
see ENERGY on page 9

Integrity Contract Demystified
ABIGAIL THOMAS
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
In last week's Tripod, a complete copy of the most recent draft
of the Student Integrity Contract
appeared. As the 2001-2002
school year starts to wind down,
the students and faculty behind
the creation and implementation
of this document are picking up
the pace. The final stages of work
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need to be completed before the
end of this year, because the
Student Integrity Contract goes
into effect next fall.
The Tripod caught up with
Professor
Adrienne
Fulco,
Associate Professor of Legal
Studies, to have a quick chal
about the new Integrity Contract
and the expectations she has.
Professor Fulco has .been working
with the initiative from the begin-
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ning, so we also asked her to give
us a bit of background.

EAMONN BROWN
NEWS EDITOR
February was a busy month
for Kathy Groff, assistant director
of the Trinity heath center. Groff
was responsible for planning and
coordinating "Listen to Your
Body Week" on campus. As part
of a nationwide initiative in the
month of February, the activities
of February 25 to March 1, 2002
were intended to raise awareness
throughout campus .ibout the
proper ways to remain healthy,
especially through proper nutritional habits.
Last week's activities included a personal nutritional assessment, a "healthy eating" tour
through Mather dining hall with a
registered dietician, and "Fearless
Friday; a day of guiltless eating."
Trinity also hosted the comedy
show "Two Thin," which
addressed the issues of anorexia
and bulimia.
Groff emphasized,' however,
that serious eating drorders such

as anorexia and bulimia were
only a part of the overall emphasis of "Listen to Your Body
Week."
Groff explained, "We all have
times of eating disorder. This
week was intended to make all
students more aware of healthier
ways to eat."
The intention of last week's
events was to initiate preventative
measures to stop unhealthy eating
on campus. The campaign of
posters, performances, and activities distributed general advice for
all students to follow. One poster,
for example, emphasized three
rules to follow in order to guarantee that you never develop an cating disorder: eating when hungry,
eating what you want, and slopping when full.
Simple rules and advice sued
as these were a prevalent part of
the message. The title "Listen to
Your Body Week" was in itself
one of these directives. One
See CREATING on page 9

ponsorsfhe
State of the School

ELISABETH WOODHAMS
MANAGING EDITOR
Last night presented the first
annual State of Affairs Address,
sponsored by the Student
Government Association, in the
Washington Room.
The forum was open to all
students, faculty, and administration, and included dinner, followed by individual committee
reports from SGA, and concluded
with an open floor for invited
organizations to speak about the
state of their groups.
The forum was run by SGA,
but representatives from various
student groups were in attendance, as was Dr. Sharon

Herzberger and President-elect
Richard Hersh.
Executive VP of SGA,
Jennifer Mann '02 opened the
forum with a welcoming and brief
remarks. SGA hopes that this
forum, as well as other meetings
with the Executive VP, mandated
for each club in the constitutions,
will insure continuity among
leaders on campus, as well as
among each individual organization.
Following dinner, SGA president Tim Herbst '02 spoke briefly
concerning the state of the school.
Resonating throughout Herbst's
speech was the idea that all of the
see STATE on page 7

Tripod: Professor Fulco, where
did the idea of an honor code
originally come from?
AF: It was an initiative of the
College Affairs Committee about
two years ago, when Professor
Jack Chatfield was the chair. In
case people don't know, the
College Affairs Committee is a
standing faculty committee comprised of faculty, administrators
and students. The initial conversations about the honor code just
happened to coincide with the
fact that I was working with
Tutorial College on residential
issues, so I was particularly interested.
Tripod: What prompted these
original conversations?
AF: We just found that a lot of
students were - and are - concerned about apathy. We were
See SIC on page 10

Tim Herbst spoke at State of the School
to promote student involvement.
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Listen to Your Body Week
This past week the Trinity College Health Center and Women's Center hosted
"Listen to Your Body" week. With activities ranging from a comedic production
to a Jeans Drive, the purpose of the week was to raise awareness of nutritional and
eating disorder issues. In the same vein, the Tripod has dedicated several pages of
this week's issue to exploring eating disorders and their impact on campus.
Two of the most poignant pieces are the personal stories in Features. These are
also the most thought provoking pieces, because they ask the question "How many
people on this campus suffer from some sort of eating disorder, diagnosed or undiagnosed?" There aren't many who would deny that walking across Trinity's campus is a very different experience from walking through a mall or an airport.
There's much less variation in body size, type of clothing, and one would say
appearance in general. This is, to some degree, a function of being a small community where many of the people come from similar backgrounds. One also wonders, though, how pervasive this "sameness" is and how much pressure people feel
to conform.
: One of the goals of this week's issue is to explore the differences found on
campus. There are many students on campus who are frustrated by the fact that
they seem to be the only one deviating from their perceived norm. These pages
hopefully represent and embrace the diversity of this campus - and by diversity
we do not just mean the often thought of racial or sexual diversity. While there is
no denying that these are significant, this week we are looking at the simple pressure to conform. This is not a campus of clones, and we hope that these stories
demonstrate this.

The Union Question
The campus has been buzzing lately with an issue that has interested faculty,
students and staff alike. The question of an administrative staff union has sharply
divided all groups, and a thoughtful and heated debate has ensued.
The Tripod has opened its pages as a forum for this debate, and we encourage
anyone to submit a letter, In an effort to give everyone an opportunity to speak
freely, the Tripod has taken no editorial stance. Rather we are pleased to see the
apathy that generally pervades this campus dispel, if only briefly. We will continue publish civil and thoughtful opinions in an effort to continue the dialogues as
long as they are fruitful.
The Trinity Tripod is published every Tuesday, excluding vacations, by the students of Trinity
College in Hartford, Connecticut
The Tripod office is located in the basement of Jackson Dormitory.
Address all correspondences to: The Trinity Tripod, Trinity College #702582,
300 Summit Street, Hartford, CT 06106-3100
Visit our website at www.trinitytripod.com
Subscribe to the Tripod: $15 for 11 issues (1 semester), $28 for 22 issues {1 year), $50 for 44 issues
(2 years), $90 for 88 issues (4 years).
Editor-In-Chicf
Business Office
PAX
(860) 297-2583
(860)297-2584
(860)297-5361
Letters to the Trinity Tripod must be received by 5:00 PM on the Friday before publication. Letters should
be addressed to the Editor, not a particular individual. No unsigned or anonymous letters will he published.
However, names will be withheld at the author's request. The Tripod will not publish any letters deemed by
the editors to be an attack on an individual's character or personality. Otherwise, all opinions expressed will
be given a forum.
All letters are sole responsibility of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the views or opinions of the
Tripod. The editors of the Tripod reserve the right to edit all letters for clarity, or brevity.,
Letters may be submitted via..
Campus Mail Box 7025S2
E-Mail: tripod@mail.trincoll.edu.

First Amendment Applies to AH People
time, not the College's time, to
find that someone is coming in on
College's time taking my posters
down. I have seen many posters
around campus I do not agree
with, but would never take them
down. I believe in free speech but
I guess the pro-union supporters
do not

To the Editor:
When did saying *NO* to
something become a loss of freedom of speech? I have always
been a firm believer that EVERYONE has a voice. I have seen
posters around the campus prounion, which is fine, if you are
pro-union. I am not and have not
taken down any pro-union
posters. It saddens me to see the
pro-union group taking my
posters down. I have come in
early to put my posters up on MY

Sincerely,
Supporters of a Local 153
"FREE" Trinity College

Need for Union Must Be Recognized
This letter was originally sent
to President Hersch and is being
run as an open letter to ihe campus.

world and here in Hartford, then
surely you would agree that the
clerical workers have viable concerns about their salaries and
opacity of their job descriptions
and opportunity for. advancement.
Regardless of your thoughts or
experiences with unions, you
would work to find resources to
address their concerns. Moreover,
I think it absurd that a two million
dollar fund can be established for
the teaching of issues involving
wage
inequality
via
the
Internationa! Studies Department,
but no money can be found for
the workers themselves—not to
mention the recent thirty-nine
million dollar contribution from
the Fuller estate so prominently
advertised on the college's web
site. As a non-profit institution,
the college need not have an
interest at garnering a profit for
itself. It need only to promote the
community of which it is a part
and the education of its students.
As a student, as one employs the
college, for its educative Services'
and facilities and us a member of
the community, 1 ask you lo
please reconsider your crass treatment of "the clerical workers
plight.

Dear Mr. Hersch:
My
name
is
Nate
Chamberland. I had the opportunity to witness two of your first
two speeches as President (to be)
of Trinity College. Tuesday
evening, we both attend the lecture by P. Sianath on wage
inequality throughout the world
and in Hartford, Connecticut. At
the dinner following the talk, you
spoke of how eloquent and pithy
Sianath's comments were and
were proud of the McGill fund
that financed his coming. The
very next day, yesterday, you met
all day with faculty, administration, and clerical workers to articulate your stance against unions
in general and for the clerical
workers of the college specifically. I was the student outside with
a pro-union poster for the first
half of the afternoon, and came
into (he Reese room of the Smith
House toward the end of the day.
1 find your sentiments to be quite
contradictory. If you are in fact
interested in fostering the community of Trinity College and
advancing the interests of the
underprivileged throughout the

Sincerely,

• .•

Nathaniel Chamberland,
Class of 2002

Benefits ofOPEIU at Trinity College
of Trinity. We all deserve to be
treated with self respect, and offer
the same in return.
I enjoy my job at Trinity, and
1 have been treated fairly. I wish
I could say that the same is true
for everyone. After long deliberation, and careful consideration, I
think the OPE1U is the best
opportunity to effect real change
on this campus. For the administration, this fight is about money
and control: for me it is about
much more. It is about policies,
procedures, fairness, and equity
for all employees across the campus. After five years at Trinity, I
have seen some people get a great
deal, and many not. Some get
lied to, discriminated against,
abused by truly awful supervisee PLAY on page 5

To the Editor:
It is with profound sadness
that I write this letter. As the vote
on collective bargaining draws
near, and the whirlwind of one
sided, "informational" meetings,
charges, and countercharges
hangs heavy in the air, 1 am utterly astonished by the depths to
which Trinity's administration
has sunk. An institution of higher
education supposedly founded
upon the ideals of collegiality,
open discussion, individual value
and community, has responded by
hiring "management consultants"
and labor attorneys to fight off a
union as if we were coal miners in
the 19th century. We are all reasonable people who should be
able to disagree, and yet come
together as we work for the good

'_, 1, '0) W
Pillow Talk would like to wish everyone a very happy Mid-Term
week, despite the lack of cheer that prevails when mid-terms are
mentioned. If you have time to read this, then you obviously have no
clue what we are talking about. Just enjoy your dinner.
Great job showing up, guys!
However, the 4 Colby-Sawyer
fans drowned our side out.

NCAA Basketball

Pillow Talk enjoyed a break
from its humdrum life to hear
"the story of their lives."

Working

Mid-Terms
Hockey at Middlebury

x
"

This time mid-terms are just a
bed of roses, right?

Now the players feel like they
* actually graduated from prep
school
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Views, Views Eveiywhere,
And Not a Student to Speak
MAGGIE DOWNING
OPINIONS WRITER
I have yet to decide which is
worse: an uneducated, narrowminded view of justice or simple
apathy for everything that is happening in the world around you.
At least the former implies some
knowledge of the situation (however limited) and the formulation
of an opinion (however molded
by the media, peers, etc.). Yet
both seem to be rampant on the
Trinity campus, a sad state of
affairs when many important
issues are at hand.
A few weeks ago, the Trinity
chapter of Amnesty International
put up posters around campus and
in-dormitories. The posters featured either a photograph or diagram of the holding cells of the
detainees in Guantanamo Bay,
along with the words "This is not
justice." The desired affect was
simply to raise awareness of the
situation; to make people think
about justice and the methods
being used by the United States to
achieve it. In less than twentyfour hours many of the postershad been torn down. Some of>
those that remained became the
target of anonymous graffiti. One
response to the title "This is not
justice" was "No, this is" and a
crudely drawn hangman's gallows. Another poster had. the
word "not" crossed out, with the
addition of an expletive.
I found this response dis-heartening on a number of levels.
Fin>t, it is obvious that the point
of the posters was completely
missed by some- people. Thdy
were not intended to anger anyone, or cause dissent. Everyone
is entitled to their opinion, and to
voice it freely. Yet whoever tore
down the posters or wrote on
them did so anonymously. I
believe that if you feel that
strongly about something you
should be able to stand up and say
so freely.
It should, not be necessary to

hide yourself, especially if you .
feel strongly enough to make
some sort of comment. And
instead of making their own
posters to express their feelings,
they destructed the work of others. Reading those remarks also
frightened me, because I worry
about people who blindly accept
everything they hear on the news
as absolute fact. It is important to
remember that newspapers and
news stations on televisions are
corporations that are not free
from political lies.
I want to make dear, on both
my own behalf and the behalf of
the Trinity chapter of Amnesty
International that the events of
September 11 were a tragedy.
They were acts of hate, but we
cannot seek justice and fight
1
hatred with more hatred. If you
are out to get blood, blood is what
you wilt get. While the detainees
in Guantanamo Bay may not be
innocent, that does not merit cruel
or degrading treatment. As stated
by Article 5 of the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights,
"No one shall be subjected to torture or to cruel, inhuman or
degrading treatment or punishment." It was not fair that so
many innocent lives were lost,
:
and so many people hurt by acts
of hatred. But we need to learn'
from that,;and not allow the cycle
t o c o n t i n u e . ••'. .

• ; i •••<

'

-• Article 1 of'the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights
states that "All human beings are
born free and equal in dignity and
rights. They are endowed with
reason and conscience and should
act towards.one another in a spirit of brotherndod." This fs something that cannot be forgotten or
ignored, no matter what the situation. It is easy many times to let
anger and pain cloud our vision.
Every American lost something
when we were attacked, but we
have so much to gain. This is an
opportunity for our country to
come together in peace, not in
war and revenge.

IDEAL

I can at least find solace in the
fact that whoever tore down the
posters or wrote on them had formulated an opinion about the situation. It seems that there is a
large percentage of students at
Trinity who simply do not care.
We live in a bubble here, separated from the city of Hartford, as
well as the rest of the real world.
That may be part of being in college; our life here is very different
from anything else. But we cannot allow ourselves to forget
about the world that exists past
Summit Street. The things that
are happening in the world right
now are impacting our lives and
futures.
In the 1960s and 70s college
students were the leaders of cultural revolutions. Walk around
the Trinity campus today and you
would be hard pressed to find a
real activist. Maybe the issues
being faced forty years ago hit a
little closer to home, or maybe
our generation is plagued by a
lack of energy or sympathy. We
would rather sit home and watch
television than become involved
in what is happening around us.
We have been raised in a time of
unrealities. Television and computers distance us from events,
turning everything into something to be watched instead of
something to be a part of. We saw
the Gulf War unfold before us in
elementary school; televised war
is nothing new to us.,
I know that I cannot change
people's opinions, nor can I force
them to have opinions. So
instead I will take this opportuneof this article, then care enough to
pick up a newspaper, or watch the
news.
It is your responsibility to
know and understand what is
going on in the world around you.
The world would be improved if
everyone would continually question what they read, and continue
to learn and form their own ideas.
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Clerical Staff Deserves More Respect
This letter was written to
Acting President Ronald Thomas
and is being run as an open letter
to the campus.
Dear President Thomas,
1 write in regard to your letter
of December 17, 2001, to members of the administrative staff
concerning the staff union organizing efforts going on on-campus.
I know that an election has now
been called in accordance with
NLRB provisions. I write in support of this drive, and I suspect
that most in the faculty, some
amongst the students, and even
some in the administration support it as well.
There are many reasons for

community that Trinity purports
to be; you have spoken out
against these to your credit.
One further 'historical' note;
when I arrived on campus in
1983, there was very little computerization and one laser printer
in Hallden. Our international
work was much slimmer than it is
now and our urban work virtually
non-existent. My phone messages
were brought to my office by the
departmental secretary who also
wrote down appointments for us
individually in our desk calendars. The norms and etiquette of
that era are as the nineteenth century is to the 21st in terms of what
is asked of our staff; the days of
Bob Cratchit should be behind us.
The speed-ups in expectations,

The staff are not "the children" who
seek guidance from knowing parents...
doing so, in my view. The geopolitical situation has shifted in
many ways since 1989, and stunningly since 11th September. The
fiscal results for our own institution and for ordinary people's
personal finances, have caused
great uncertainty for many after
an ostensible period of prosperi ty
in which Americans shared
among themselves very unequally.
-This is an acknowledged
global ; fact, and even if
Americans , have, suffered less
Financial duress than others in the
world, the high costs of living
here, and the economic woes of
our region, hit our staff in ways
that are obvious and a matter of
broad public commentary. At the
same time, the role of unions has
regioli ana our country in the days
after 11 September. The unions of
rescue workers, of building workers, of medical workers and soon,
have been praised for their steadfast care of others and their
capacity to meet their own members' needs in times of crisis;
many forces that oppose unions
have had to grapple anew with
organized labor's importance.
The insecurity and instability of
the non-union sectors of the

the amplification of workloads,
the intellectual and practical
knowledge required of staff, the
level of skill and authority
expected and conferred—all
demand commensurate levels of
financial recognition, benefit
structures and clear and fair adjudication and promotional procedures. We demand no less for
ourselves.
You used the ^rovbcatiVeM
"family" metaphor.t to! describe; c <
Tri nity' s
employer-employe^ .
relations; if this is a family it is" a' v
strange one, made up' entirely of'"
grown-ups yet without full rights
for many who bear onerous, adult
responsibilities. The staff are not
"the children" who seek"guidance
from knowing parents, nor poor
I acts
^afcEarSy and who, (ike retainers,
perform heroic, seifless acts of
kindness for the greater whole.
Instead, they have daily proven
themselves to be professional
partners in the new visions that
the College has increasingly articulated for itself, and of which you
have been a key promoter. I urge
you to consider^ as I am sure this
job endlessly requires you to do,
what kinds of demands we have
made on the fiscal stability of the

...the role of unions has ironically been
elevated in our region and our country...
workforce, at high and low levels,
have been made graphically clear
to us all. This has been a very
tough and tragic way of learning
what historians have often taught
their students at Trinity: unions
assist people in times of trouble
and make life more equitable and
just on a daily basis. While insecurity of employment, and indeed
of basic salary increments and
benefits, is not borne by those of
us in the tenured faculty, no matter how much we complain about
the terms of our jobs, it "is" borne
by many of your fellow administrators and by all others in the faculty and on the campus.
How can we begrudge our
staff the elemental right to organize, and to obtain a piece of the
security that is the very premise
upon which many of the rest of us
work in this kind of institution?
How can any of us-who teaches
the lessons of labor history, both
cautionary and inspirational, treat
a union drive as other than a step
toward maturity and toward professional parity with institutions
which we claim to model ourselves after and in which many of
us have been educated? The
union-busting tactics that have
already been debated are beneath
the dignity of the open and liberal

College as we supported so many
new methods and programs, so
many new administrative and faculty appointments, and such a
high profile, over the last decade
or more. It is sheer sophistry for
us to behave as if these steps have
been possible without a full
upgrading of our staff capacity
and workload. It is well nigh time
that their commitments and sacrifices be rewarded through our
embracing of their right to choose
a union, and with a full openness
to its success if its establishment
becomes their democraticallymandated decision.
I further believe that it
behooves the campus community
to look upon such a decision as
"desirable," just, and inevitable,
and to use our considerable pre-.
occupation with and capacity for
strategic planning to prepare for it
with candor. We can regard a successful union drive with optimism, as an irrevocable and ethically-sound, historically-precedented feature of our institutional
future together-^-to coin a phrase,
like a tree that grows beside the
water.
Yours sincerely,
Susan D. Pennybacker
Associate Professor of History

OPINIONS
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Eating Disorders At Trinity
Minority's Influence Upon the Body Image of the Majority
RACHEL GRAVEL
OPINIONS WRITER
Sitting on the bicycle
machine in the gym, I watch the
girls running on the treadmill.
There is generally the same type
of girl running each time I'm
there. It's the girl who covers the
display board so no one knows
that's she's been running for over
45 minutes. It's the girl who has
such thin, bony legs that I wonder
how she remains standing, let
alone running. It's the girl who
wants to fit into the Trinity social
scene.
Looking around campus, it's
hard to ignore the thinness of so
many women. One has to wonder how they got to be so incredibly thin. I would like to think
she achieved her weight goal
through regular and moderate
exercise accompanied with a
healthy, balanced diet, but in
some cases I know this is not the
case.
As I wander through Mather
looking for an edible meal, I
notice the plates of some of the
girls around me. I look at my
plate and think I'm feeding a
small country compared to what
they have on theirs. Apparently
these girls have decided that four
pieces of dry lettuce and steamed
rice constitute a meal. You would
think that I'm exaggerating, but
I'm not. The same girls I see running for long periods of time are
now here in Mather not eating
enough to sustain an inactive
body. It's one thing to try and
reduce your portion sizes, but to
cut back your intake to this extent
is unhealthy.

••.•••

Although it is truly upsetting
to see girls willingly starving
themselves, it's even more shocking and disturbing to hear girls
forcing themselves to purge what
they have made themselves feel
guilty for eating. Walking down
the halls of my dorm and hearing
the sounds of gagging coughs and
the on and off of faucets gives me
chills. It saddens me to know
girls will go to this great of an
effort to lose weight and conform
to the ridiculous appearance mass
media portrays as healthy.
Along with the pressure the
media exerts, I feel this, campus
puts a lot of pressure on students,
men and women to look a certain

way. One can't even go to class
in sweatpants or warm-ups on a
Monday morning without getting
dirty looks from the girls in their
high heels, neatly pressed shirts,and Kate Spade shoulder bags.
These same girls who perhaps
overdress for class are the girls
who are a size two or four and let
you know that you're not. A vast
majority of the campus is not like
this. I ensure you there are people on campus who don't wear
make-up everyday and feel free
to eat what they like.
However, the minority of
trendy, beautiful people stand out
and make themselves prominent.
Some of them even make others
feel bad about being here. Some
refuse to give you a little room on
the Long Walk so you don't have
to walk in the grass or to
acknowledge that they bumped
into you in the dining hall since
they weren't paying attention to
anything but their own destination. Things like this make you
notice them. Things like this
make you want to be like them,
thin and trendy, so that you won't
be treated as if you were worthless.
In the fall, RIBS, Redefining
Ideal Beauty Standards, conducted two surveys. The purpose of
both surveys was to identify
which body types females and
males on campus desired for
themselves and to determine if
females and males felt pressure to
look a certain way in society or
specifically on campus. The
results of both surveys showed
that" students do feel pressure in
society and at Trinity to look a
certain way. They further disphiycd this by

overwhelmingly

choosing the thinner body types
shown in the survey.
On the survey for the
females, we asked which of four
body types the females would
like to have for themselves. The
first body type was athletically
tone and thin, the second was
plumper than the others, the third
was emaciated, and the fourth
was curvy and voluptuous.
Of the 74 females that took
the survey, an overwhelming
majority, 74%, chose the first
body type. 14.9% chose the
fourth body type and 9.5% chose
the third body type. The most
troubling findings came from the

last two questions. When asked
if the females felt pressure to
look a certain way, 75%
answered "yes" while almost all
who answered "yes" to that question also answered "yes" when
asked if they felt pressure to look
a certain way on the Trinity campus. A few people even answered
"yes" to feeling pressure on campus, but not in the outside world
that is society.
On the survey for the males,
we again asked which of the three
body types the survey takers
would like. The first body type
was extremely muscular, the second was fairly muscular but skinnier, and the third had a bit more
of a gut. Of the 50 males who
took the survey, a majority, 58%,
liked the second body choice for
themselves, while 28% desired
the first body choice. Very few
wanted the third body choice
while 3 males wanted none of the
choices. When asked if males
felt pressure from society to look
a certain way, 40% answered
"yes." "When asked if males felt
pressure from the Trinity campus
to look a certain way, only 26%
answered "yes" while one student
answered sometimes.
Maybe this pressure they feel
from fellow students is what
makes some turn to eating disorders. Maybe it is the overwhelming desire to fit in and be accepted here on campus where the
party scene dominates social life
and frat guys dig the bony look.
Whatever the reason, eating disorders and issues concerning
appearance, weight, and food are
a major problem on campus.
These problems can't be ignored
or accepted.
Groups like RIBS are trying
to fight this problem by helping
make students feel good about
how they look now and raising
awareness about eating disorders.
As a member of RIBS and a fellow student who has some of
these problems
concerning
appearance, weight, and food, I
encourage you to take part in this
effort.
Eating disorders are serious
issues with damaging emotional
and physical effects. Please don't
overlook this issue any longer.
Make a difference and get
involved in changing the beauty
standards on this campus.

T3D T H E
Vox Sets the Record Straight About Itself and its Objectives
To the Editor:
The article about Vox,
Trinity's new reproductive rights
organization, that ran in the
February 5 edition of the Tripod
included some information that

who wish to only participate in
the informational sessions.
Over the course of the semester Vox members will be working
on a number of events. March 8
is International Women's Day, so

reproductive freedoms are seriously threatened.
Numerous
Supreme and Lower Federal
Court Judges will be nominated
soon, and it is likely that conservative nominees will have the
opportunity to overturn the 1973
Supreme Court decision of Roe
vs. Wade that guarantees a
...women's reproductive freedoms are
woman's right to choose to termiseriously threatened.
nate her pregnancy. In response
to this, Vox is planning a letter
writing campaign in the "first
week of April so that Trinity stuwas incorrect and I feel it .is
Vox is sponsoring a lecture by
dents voice their pro-choice opinimportant to correct those misKathy Groff, APRN
from
ions to their senators.
takes.
Trinity's Health Center. The topWhile one of the main goals
ics of the lecture will include genThe next meeting of Vox is on
of Vox is to raise awareness about
eral information about the differMarch 7 in Terrace Room C,
reproductive rights, other equally
ences between medical and surgiimmediately following the lecimportant goats are to educate
cal abortions and between "the
ture. Sarah Mullen '02 runs
Trinity students about the sexual
morning after pill" and "the aborTrinity's chapter of Vox and can
health services thai are available
tion pill". Ms. Groff will also disbe contacted at x4942 for more
to them at the Health Center and
cuss services offered on campus
information,
or
see
to mobilize college aged men and
at Trinity's Health Center, such as
www.plannedparenthood.org/vox
women as advocates of reproducemergency contraceptive and
or www.saveroe.com .
tive freedom. The organization
birth control coverage. The lecSincerely,
will have two components: active
ture will be held in Terrace Room
members who wish to partake in
C at 7:00 PM.
Sarah Mullen, 02
the organizational aspects of the
Under the current conservaChair - Trinity College
group and less active members
tive administration, women's
Chapter of Vox
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A Vibrant Silence
Close to Campus
JASON GALLANT
OPINIONS WRITER
From the vantage point of the
road, the grounds of the school
seemed to stretch on forever. As I
gazed up from the road, a long
strip of grass led to the stone steps
of one of Connecticut's most
famous institutions. Enormous
white pillars, standing like guards
to a whole new world, flanked the
entrance. As I entered with the
eight other members of my
Biology of Communication

expressiveness and eagerness to
communicate as I observed in the
sixth grade classroom filled with
hearing children at the Learning
Corridor. I watched as two children had a disagreement over a
specific plot line in their adaptation of Pinocchio. They discussed their disagreement with
the effortless and fluid motion of
their hands. Where I expected to
see the frustration of a sixth grade
classroom playing a game of
"don't make a peep", I saw this
amazing capacity to fluently

.../ saw this amazing capacity to fluently speak a language without uttering a
sound.
Class, we did in fact enter a whole
new world, the world of the
American School of the Deaf.
• The American School for the
Deaf (ASD) is located no more
than 10 minutes away from
Trinity's Campus in the neighboring town of West Hartford.
Founded in 1817 by Laurent
Clerc and Thomas Hopkins
Gallaudet, the ASD is the oldest
special education institution in
the Western Hemisphere. ASD
has had a central role in the Deaf
community since it's inception,
being the birthplace of American
Sign Language, and among the
largest deaf-education institutions
in the country.

speak a language without uttering
a sound.
In our next classroom, we had
the opportunity to sit in on a high
school geometry lesson. We sat
down with the students, and they
again astounded me with their
amazing communicative abilities.
This time, I felt as if I was missing out. I truly wanted to speak
and understand the way that they
did. We had a translator who
spoke the lesson to us; however,
we quickly asked her to suspend
this so that we could get the "full
effect". I couldn't help but smile
(and on occasion chuckle) when I
saw the same "whispers" and
"cross talking" that went on in my

A partnership between the schools
would be an amazingly valuable relationship to both schools.
Walking into the American
School of the Deaf, one cannot
help but notice a degree of
silence, though it is hard to tell if
it is your own prejudices about
the deaf that brings it, or perhaps
that it is truly silent. Upon entering, a faculty member greeted us
and welcomed us to the school,
both by talking and signing to us,
though she knew that none of us
were in fact deaf.
This method of communication is referred to by those in the
Deaf community (capital "D"
referring to the community, lowercase "d" referring to the condition),
as
the
"Total
Communication
Philosophy".
This philosophy, while not
always a practiced philosophy of
the ASD, is one that reflects the
various abilities for vocalization
and hearing among the community at the ASD. In this manner, the
message is always portrayed so
that everyone may understand it
at all times. The result is a conversation that is extraordinarily
clear, especially to those who can
take advantage of both modalities. The speech, which we were
used to hearing for all of our
lives, and the very useful grammatical features of ASD (which
use space instead of time to indicate meaning), make those who
are "total communicators" very
expressive and very easy to follow.

own math classroom in high
school. The students with their
hands and their expressions
showed their enthusiasm in the
lesson, as well as their curiosity
in what went on in the dorm room
last night. I was amazed.
I could go on forever about
my observations, however this is
an opinions piece, so here it is:
Why is there a lack of Trinity
involvement here? For such a
short distance separating the two
schools, as far as I could tell, the
Biology of Communication class
visitors (for about 3-4 years to my
knowledge) had been the only
ambassadors to the school, at
least in recent history.
A partnership between the
schools would be an amazingly
valuable relationship to both
schools. A joint effort could create tutoring and mentorship programs (for which volunteers are
always needed).
Linguistics
classes and neuroscience classes
could work on projects that look
at the amazing features of
American Sign Language, while
providing a community service
edge to their lessons. Providing
opportunities for the ASD and
Trinity students to get off their
own campus and participate in
science lectures, or sports events.
The arts community (with a little
practice) could benefit from hosting a joint American Sign
Language Poetry Jam (which are
very popular at the ASD).

As We walked into our first
classroom; I watched as the sixth
Trinity's involvement in the
graders rehearsed their shows
ASD could result in a trementhey would present to another
dously , positive relationship
West Harford school later in the between to schools with a lot to
month. Initially, I thought the
offer each other. I encourage
room was totally silent. But as I organizations and clubs, students
looked again, the "silence" disapand administrative actions to
peared, and I saw the same
make this idea a reality.
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Poln^Counterpolnti Student Integrity Contract
Using the Word "Integrity" Doesn't Make People Use Integrity SIC is a First Step in the Right Direction
NATE BAKER
OPINIONS

WRITER

I hope you all enjoyed the
"Integrity Contract" insert in last
week's Tripod, because it was
your first look at the end of academic trust at Trinity College.
This contract is essentially a
reminder to the student body (as
if we needed one) that says "We
the administration don't trust
you."
Like its compatriot
Turnitin.com, this Integrity
Contract, rather than creating the
happy community it preaches,
only works to once again sow distrust.
Speaking of Turnitin.com,
one big part of the Integrity
Contract was the "Academic
Dishonesty" clause that really
could just have read "Don't plagiarize or we'll smoke you." Is
plagiarism really a big problem
here? I honestly don't know. I've
never done it, nor known anyone
who's even thought about doing
so. I suppose this gets back to the
point I made earlier in the year
about the need for more information flow between student body
and administration.
Judging from both the rise of
this contract and Turnitin.com,
though, I'd hypothesize that the
faculty feels plagiarism is a big
problem. Maybe it is. Maybe
there's some innocent plagiarism
going on, people typing word-forword an intellectual work that's
ingrained in their subconscious.
Maybe our professors aren't giving us enough credit in our paperwriting abilities..

Or maybe they're victims of
the copyright scare that is sweeping the nation (think Austin
Powers in Goldmember being
copyright infringement since it
sounds a little like Goldfinger),
the scare that believes any
thought you ever read should be
footnoted if you mention it in a
paper.
I'm also wary of the so-called
appeals process. I've had friends
who committed a social offense
that 1) was really not made clear
to begin with and 2) was more
likely to cause injury to themselves (the school fears lawsuit)
than any sort of damage to the
general student body (thus it
couldn't really be a social
offense.
As John Stuart Mill states,
"The only purpose for which
power can be rightfully exercised
over any member of a civilized
community, against his will, is to
prevent harm to others. His own
good, either physical or moral, is
not sufficient warrant."). At any
rate, their appeals process was,
how do you say, a joke?
Basically, in reading the contract 1 was far from experiencing
that warm, fuzzy feeling of community it claims is the goal of the
college. Does the administration
really think we don't know plagiarism is wrong? That damaging
school property is a big no-no?
Apparently not.
There are some problems at
Trinity I do acknowledge are
rampant, such as theft and damage to common areas1, and 1 can
understand the frustration the

administration feels. But does it
really think that by forcing us to
sign something that reads
"Integrity" we'll suddenly see the
light and turn from our devious
ways? I personally doubt it.
Instead 1 see this as an opportunity to punish the daylights out of
offenders.
The goal of the "Integrity
Contract" isn't to establish
integrity; it's to give the administration a valid reason to hand us
our behinds should we violate
school policy, since we'll have
sworn in blood to abide by rules
everyone knows we won't.
I don't expect my words to
make the Integrity Contract disappear. But I would like to relate
this anecdote to the administration: a similar contract was
installed in my high school, one
that stated the student body swore
not to drink alcohol prior to
school dances. But guess what?
We did anyway. At this point in
our lives we either recognize right
and wrong and what it means to
give our word or we don't.
Writing it out one more time for
us won't help.
Do I have any better suggestions? Obviously not (I'm just a
smart-ass columnist). And I realize that part of this contract's goal
is to send a clear message to the
student body that school policy is
to be taken seriously, and violators will not be tolerated. But of
course we all already knew this.
And when I • read "Integrity
Contract" in big bold print all I
really see is "We Don't Trust
You."

Restriction of American Press
Violates The Bill of Rights
REBEKAH FRANK
OPINIONS WRITER
The Bill of Rights is an
important document as it assures
basic rights to every citizen of the
United States. That being said,
why is it that this document,
which acts as a foundation upon
which all other laws are based, is
one of the most questioned of all
the hundreds of active documents
we have in this country? 'Even
more specifically, why are the
most basic of all freedoms - free-'
dom of speech and freedom of the
press - placed under the most
scrutiny? This is a question that
plagues citizens and politicians
alike more than ever during times
of war. For the past few months
we, under the command of
President George W. Bush, have
had troops stationed in the small
Middle Eastern country of
Afghanistan. What, exactly, have
we been doing over there?
According to the government,
we have been trying to use
Afghanistan, and specifically the
Taliban, as an example to show
that we will no longer turn a blind
eye to acls of terrorism committed against the United States or
our allies. However, to stay true
to the image that America is "a
friend to (the) almost a billion
worldwide who practice the
Islamic faith," we have been routinely "dropp(ing) food, medicine
and supplies to the starving and
suffering men and women and
children
of
Afghanistan."
According to the United States
government, it is easy to discern
exactly who is good and who is
bad in this situation. For myself,
this is not an acceptable viewpoint to hold.
So where is the other half of

the story? Why haven't we heard
about the innocent people we
have killed overseas and what our
"War Against Terrorism" has
done to their lives? The answer
to that question lies in the fact
that the government feels that
when it comes to war, the Bill of
Rights has no relevance.
Let me clarify that in an
attempt to sound a little bit less
anti-government. During, as well •
as in, the few decades after the
end of the Vietnam War, many
citizens, military men, and government officials have held the
opinion that the reason we lostthe
War in the late 1970s was in a
large part due to the media.
During the worst part of the war,
Richard Nixon was quoted as saying, "Our worst enemy seems to
be the press."
The media had always covered all military engagements that
the United States had taken part
in, so why was this one such a big
deal? It was, and continues to be,
a big deal because this was a war
that the population got involved
in. This was a war that split the
country because people knew
what was really going on. They
knew that innocent people were
being killed and for half the country, that was not acceptable.
Because people in general
have a fear of allowing history to
repeat itself, the government has
decided to learn from what it considered to be its past mistakes and
not allow the media to impact the
outcome of our many militaristic
endeavors.
In order to accomplish this
goal, the government, along with
the military, came up with specific guidelines that outline where
the media can go, when they can
go there, and what they can say

about the events they witness.
This doesn't only hold true for
large news corporations but also
for free-lance photographers trying to document the events in
Afghanistan.
What does this accomplish?
The government claims it ensures
the safety of the news reporters
who travel to risky locations to
satisfy their hunger for information, but in actuality it serves to
keep the American public in the
dark about what we are really
doing in Afghanistan. In this way,
politicians can sleep easier at
night knowing that they won't
wake up to a country divided over
the moral issues surrounding the
"War Against Terrorism."
The fact that politicians are
worried about the country dividing in the same way it did over
the issues surrounding Vietnam
just shows that we are doing
something in the Middle East that
a good percentage of the citizens
would not agree with. That fact
in itself should be enough to convince almost anyone that we have
the right to know and decide
whether this is something our
country should be involved in.
The governments' monitoring
of the press in this time of confusion in the world is both a freedom of speech as well as a freedom of the press issue. The people of this fine country are being
denied the ability to understand
what the United States is trying to
accomplish and are therefore
being denied the ability to formulate their own opinion's and speak
out either for or against these
actions. If we cannot trust our
own government to give our
prime source of information the
freedom of speech, do we really
have any freedoms at all?

SIMON SAICKEK
OPINIONS

WRITER

There's no point in flowery
language so I'll be blunt: We have
a new Student Integrity Contract.
Where's the old one? It never
existed. That's right folks, thanks
to the efforts of a dedicated group
of students and faculty we have a
new Student Integrity Contract.
I'm sure you're looking at those
words and wondering, "what the
heck does this mean for me? Do I
have to sign something? Are there
going to be new rules?" To
answer those questions simply,
very little, no, and no. Most
Trinity college students will have
no dealing with the product of the
S.I.C. at all in its current form.
Right now it simply means that
we promise to behave according
to the rules already listed in the
student handbook, and if we deviate from those rules in certain
ways, we'll get hauled before a
jury of our peers, instead of Dean
Thomas.
Now before you bust out the
bong and start partying, you've
got to know the limitations. Right
now the list of offenses at Trinity
has been divided into three sections,
Academic
offenses,
Community-Social offenses and
Individual-social
offenses.
Academic offenses speaks for
itself, if you get caught cheating,
plagiarizing Or not doing your
own work in any other way it's
considered an Academic offense.
Community-Social offenses are
things like screwing with fire
alarms, property destruction, violation of quiet hours and having
illicit pets. Finally, IndividualSocial offenses are things along
.stances, creation of smoke,
behavior of guests and trashing
your own room.
Having partitioned offenses
into three categories, the S.t.C.
then outlines a number of student
run councils to judge offenses.
There's an Academic hearing
board, an Academic appeals
board, a Social hearing board and
a Social appeals board. Each
board will be peopled by studentleader nominated, student body
elected officers. I have one little
side-note. Do you remember that
Individual-Social offense thing
from a couple paragraphs back?
Yes, the area that includes drinking and drugs and smoke in your,
room. That's the one area which
the new S.I.C. has no jurisdiction
over yet. So don't expect to get
written up and then have the
board foss out your fine, cause it
can't and won't happen. All the
offenses in that category are still
as per the Student Handbook.

Alright, back to the topic at
hand. Now how does this all
work? Basically, when someone
is caught breaking one of the
chairs in the lounge or turning in
a sonnet for poetry class entitled
"The Raven" with Edgar Allen
Poe's name hastily scratched out,
they get hauled before the appropriate board. The board will hear
evidence from the person filing
the claim (i.e. the prof who
caught you cheating), and from
the defendant. Other witnesses
may be called, we all pretend
we're on "The Practice" and generally have a fun time. Once the
board reaches a decision they
declare guilt or innocence and
recommend a penalty.
Now we get to the fun stuff;
appeals! So you were kicked out
of school for copying a 10 point
assignment off Steve down the
hall. You're pissed. It's totally
unfair but what can you do? The
Academic offense board is a big
powerful structure and you're just
a lowly student. So what do you
do? You go to the appeals board.
Now they can take some of the
bite out of your sentence if they
think it's too harsh or they can get
you a retrial if there's evidence
that needs illumination.
All in all it's a well thoughtout and executed concept. It has
one problem. It's not going to get
much use. It's entire existence is
predicated upon the belief that
Trinity students will get caught
cheating or tearing up :their
dorms. The operative part of that
statement is "get caught." I'm
sure there will be further damage
and I'm sure1 people will get
grades they didn t earn through
hard work. The council only deals
w raieniniptsJiHses when
someone (teacher or student) gets
so fed up with anothers' behavior
that they turn them in. Most professors I know would prefer to
talk to a student privately about
cheating as opposed to bringing
them up in front of a council.
Most students don't like the-concept of turning in their 'buddy
from upstairs cause he barbequec!
one of the lounge chairs. That's
the fun part of college. So what it
boils down to for me is'that the
S.I.C. is a great step forward. It
involves student in the judiciary
process and allows us some measure of complete self-government.
It's the product of long hours and
ceaseless petitioning by a very
dedicated group. Unfortunately
it's scope is limited and it's
impact, beyond those who are on
the council, I believe will be limited. Maybe we'll get further judicial powers over ourselves someday, and this certainly lays the
groundwork for such an advance.

Trinity Needs to Evaluate Its Fairness
continued from page 2
sors, and not a few, come to work
daily in fear of losing their jobs.
This "special" community breaks
my heart.
The frustrations which are
finally out in the open have been
swirling just beneath the surface
for at least 15 yearsi As a member
of the Personnel Advisory
Committee for 3 years, 1 sifted
through notes and minutes from
the inception of the group forward, and found the same concerns echoing over and over.
Requests for new policies and/or
procedures rarely met with much
success, mostly being dismissed
as "nol doable".
When we come together as a
group, with a seat in the room

where decisions are being made,
we will have achieved great
changes in the organization of
Trinity College. I hope we get the
opportunity to sit at the table with
an equal voice.
I am especially saddened to
hear the faculty being targeted as
the cause of this action. Many of
the more grievous situations have
originated in adminislralive
offices, and my heart goes out to
those staff members. 1 hope we
can all take a step back from the
hostile atmosphere and take a
final, fresh took at the situation.
Respectfully,
Jane Decatur
Administrative Assistant
English Dcpt. / Writing Center
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O N THE BEAT
HEY M O M , AT LEAST IT WAS N T CRACK!
On March 1 at 8:00 PM students smoking in a third floor room of
Stowe activated the fire aiarni. Campus Safety responded, the
students opened a window, and the alarm was reset.

LATE NIGHT? WHAT'S LATE NIGHT?
On March 2 at 12:30 AM Campus Safety received a noise complaint from the fourth floor of Vernon Place. About 25-30 students were gathered in the hall and loud music was playing. The
students were asked to turn down the music and clear out.

TRINITY INTRODUCES NEW DRIVERS' ED
PROGRAM
On March 2 at 2:30 AM Campus Safety responded to a motor
vehicle accident between Funston and MCEC. A car was found
stuck hanging off the ledge of a stone wall. The driver could not
be located and the car was not registered at Trinity. Hartford
Police responded, identified the driver and had the car towed. In
the car, officers found an empty vodka bottle and two large bottles
of asprin.

On March 2 at 4:09 AM an act of vandalism was reported in the
parking lot between Mather Hall and Jones. A lamp cover on a
light post had been broken.

THEY THOUGHT THEY WERE STEALING A TV
UNTIL THEY TURN ED IT ON
On March 2 at 11:45 AM a student in Jarvis called Campus Safety
when she found a computer monitor with a Trinity College ID tag
outside her dorm room. Campus Safety is Currently trying to find
out where the monitor came from.

YOU MISJUDGED MORE THAN JUST THE
TURN
On March 3 at 1:14 AM a Campus Safety officer observed a car
aecident while making his rounds in North Campus. A Honda
struck an iron fence while attempting to pull in to the North
Campus parking tot. There was no damage to the fence, minor
damage to the car, and no one was injured in the accident. None
of the people in the car had a drivers license or identification and
they all admitted to having several beers earlier that night. The
driver reportedly told the officer that he "misjudged the turn."

TEENAGE MUTANT NINJATURTLES STRIKE
AGAIN!
On March 3 at 1:16 AM an act of vandalism/hazardous condition
was reported when the sewer drain cover near the front entrance
to North Campus was missing. Upon closer investigation the
cover was found hanging in a nearby tree and returned.

FRESHMEN DESPERATE ENOUGH TO STEAL
ALT. BEVERAGE BRACELETS
On March 3 at 3:28 AM Campus Safety received a vandalism
complaint when it was discovered that the glass in the ticket booth
of the Vernon Social Center was broken.

FRESHMEN GIRLS GET READY FOR KARAOKE
NIGHT AT THE TAP
On March 3 at 7:03 PM most of the North end of campus including all of Vernon Street and Campus Safety headquarters lost electrical power. Campus Safety called Connecticut Light and Power
who could not explain the blackout but sent a repair crew. Power
was restored at 9:10 PM. A student was reportedly caught in a
High Rise elevator, but when Campus Safety responded they
found all of the elevators to be empty.

Ail information compiled from Campus Safety reports.
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Ethics Debated in Symposium
ANDREW SCHURR
NEWS WRITER
A symposium on "Ethical
Issues in Research Involving
Human Subjects" will take place
on March 8 and 9. The symposium is a part of the Scientific
Freedom and Responsibility cocurricular initiative, a year long
program designed to educate and
provoke thought on topics ranging from ethics in biomedical
research to the role of cloning in
our society.
The symposium will feature
several panels made up of numerous distinguished speakers from
across the country and will be
moderated by students and faculty from Trinity. Academics from
the fields of anthropology, philosophy, political science, psychiatry
and history will be on hand,
including Susan Lederer from the
Yale University School of
Medicine and Fernando Coronil

from the University of Michigan
Department of History. Scholars
and activists from various industries and non-government organizations will also be represented.
The organizers of the symposium hope that the various topics
to be debated will be of great
interest to many on campus.
"The event is open and free to
all Trinity students, staff and faculty," says Dr. Laurel BaldwinRagaven, Professor of Health and
Human Rights on campus and a
key organizer for the event.
"Hopefully, people will find the
subject matter interesting, and
turn out for the panels and challenging debates."
There' will be four panels
throughout the two-day symposium: "Social Science and
Research Ethics," "Standards of
Research Practice: Human Rights
of Experimental Subjects," "New
Reproductive
Technologies:

Feminist Perspectives," and
"Regulating Research on Parts of
Humans: How adequate are
guidelines for the use of stem
cells, cloning and xeno-transplantation?" The Department of
Theater and Dance will also hold
its annual dance concert on both
nights.
The Spring Symposium is
being billed as the culminating
event of the year-long Scientific
Freedom and Responsibility initiative. Last semester, the program held several screenings of
controversial or thought provoking films, including Ridley
Scott's ground-breaking movie,
Blade Runner. The individual
films and the impact of the ideas
they contained were discussed by
students and faculty. The planners
of the Spring Symposium hope
that it will provide a culmination
of the ideas and discussions
brought forth thus far.

TCAC Plans for Spring Semester
EDNA GUERRASIO
NEWS EDITOR

WHY?

THE TRINITY TRIPOD

With the spring semester in
full swing, members of TCAC
have been hard at work in planning events for the last few
months of school. Although the
events of Spring Weekend have
yet to be revealed, TCAC has
planned many other fun and
relaxing activities for Trinity
Students to partake in. Over the
next several weeks students
should look for activities ranging
from relaxing study breaks to
large dance parlies and everything in between.
With the addition of many
new members and the selection of
a new Executive Board, TCAC
started off a good portion of the
first semester as a work in
progress. At the end of last year,
the organization faced a great loss
of leadership as many members
of the Executive Board either
graduated or stepped down from
their position to study abroad and
experience new aspects of the
college life. However, this year's
officers were quick to learn and
ready to work, making TCAG the
large success it has been thus .far.
As former president Joe Mehlman
stepped down, elected senior
Matt Fishel was ready and willing
to accept the responsibilities of
being the organization's leader.
Courtney Coadus states, "Its
been a learning experience. First
semester we had a jot of reconstructing to do with the new E
Board and many new members.
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But now we are moving in a positive direction with new people
bringing in new ideas."
This year TCAC began to
branch out and plan co-sponsored
events with other organizations
on campus. In the fall they hosted the "Welcome Back" party
with SGA in addition to the
"Gender Bender" party with
EROS. Although these two partics were a great success, the most
talked about event sponsored by
TCAC has been the recent Mardi
Gras party, in which students
were able to experience a taste of,»,
New Orlejns right here on the
Trinity Campus
In the upcoming weeks
TCAC has planned a plethora of
events to keep students busy and
having fun until the long awaited
Spring Weekend is here. On
March 9, in the Party Barn,
TCAC is hosting Disco Enferno,
a themed party dedicated to the
70's in which students are encouraged to bring back the age of
disco. Over the next two months
TCAC will also be holding
"Bantam Olympics." This is an
event •co-sponsored, with ; the
Athletics' Department ;in which •.••
students will be able to show off •
their athletic abilities and talents.
At the end of the semester, in
coordination with finals and reading week, TCAC will also be
holding "study break" activities,
which are geared to give students
a break from the books and a
chance to socialize with their
friends while relaxing before
finals.

As for Spring Weekend, plans
are underway and the members of
TCAC are hard at work planning
a fun-filled weekend. The group
is currently in the process of tabulating the votes casted by students and placing bids for the
most popular bands. They hope
to announce the performer(s) in
early April. Due to the strict rules
of confidentiality that apply to the
planning of Spring Weekend,
TCAC is no longer accepting new
members, but Coadus states, "we
are always open to suggestions.
concerns come and see us "

Sun Splash Tours
1.800.426.7710
www.sun5plasht0urs.com

March 6
Douglas Johnson -*Caring for Survivors of Torture:
Restoring the Dignity of the Human Spirit*
Marchn
Dr. Lynn Amowitz - "Accounting for Women's Health
and Human Rights in Afghanistan"

rt

xi April 9
Justice Richard Goidstone - "The Heightened Need for
International Criminal Justice
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State ofthe School NMCP Organized On Campus
continued from page 1
tion. The review process for
Bond met with the two coGRAHAM WINFREY
important changes that have budgets has also been tightened
heads, both of whom worked as
NEWS
WRITER
occurred on campus were the
so that unused funds will get
interns for the NAACP last sumresults of proactive students, both
recycled.
mer, and advised them on how to
This year, Trinity is proud to
in the initiation and activation of
Eugene Hsu '04 shared his include its own student-run chap- run a successful organization on
things such as the hiring of
committee's plans for improved
ter of the National Association for campus, After its introductory
Chartwells food service, the uni- campus safety, including an
meeting last Monday, the Trinity
the Advancement of Colored
versal on-campus debit card,
autonomous student-run campus
People (NAACP). The introduc- chapter has 25 members and is
more cable, and increased light- safety extension, student driven
being advised by Karla Spurlocktion of the national civil rights
ing on campus.
shuttles across campus, as well as
Evans, Dean of Multicultural
group was kicked off at a
student dispatchers, to relieve the February 25th inaugural meeting.
Herbst stressed the expected
Affairs.
reforms to Greek life via the IGC pressure on Campus Safety.
Explained McLeish, "Alt
Founded in 1909 by a group
and the intent to enforce positive
Student life was discussed by
members pay a ten dollar fee that
of citizens committed to social
change.
Trade Goodman '03. This year justice, the NAACP is the
provides a subscription to Crisis
there was review of the student
Issues that will be in the foreMagazine, the official magazine
nation's oldest civil rights organifront of student concern in the .study and common areas, in
of the NAACP, as well as an offization. After the NAACP national
response to student complaints
future include the curriculum
concerning the lack of these
review, the Student Integrity
"College chapters...address the issues of
spaces. As a result, SGA is workContract, and the Multicultural
ing
to
improve
the
lighting
and
Diversity Requirement.
education, economic development, and the
available space and accessibility
"We must be part of the
injustices of the criminal justice system."
for students to work in Common
process to make Trinity better for
areas,
as
well
as
working
to
keep
the students of today and the stuMather open during key times,
dents of tomorrow," concluded
convention in 1935, many young cial NAACP membership card."
such as finals and midterms.
Herbst.
According to McLeish,
adults proposed that the organizaGoodman also talked about tion provide an opportunity for
Following Herbst, the head of
"College chapters nation wide
each SGA committee spoke the new T-card. The hope is that
address the issues of education,
the nation's youth to be included
the card will soon work on vend- in addressing civii rights issues.
briefly, about changes to look
economic development, and the
ing machines and in the booktowards.
injustices in the criminal justice
One year later, the NAACP
store.
Descatur Potier '03 spoke on
system."
Board of Directors passed a resoFinally, Dave Alexander '03 lution formally creating a "Youth
the
Multicultural
Affairs
From the Civil Rights movetalked about the curriculum
Committee's focus to educate and
and College" division. The pro- ment to the protest of the
unite the campus with more pro- review and the recently released
apartheid government of South
gram included youth councils of
grams and speakers, as well as the honor code. Issues to be raised
persons age 12-15 and 16-25, Africa, students are able to find
include the implementation of an
Multicultural
Diversity
ways to become active in promotwhich includes college chapters.
environmental science major, as
Requirement.
Now, Trinity is one of more ing social change.
well as a grade appeal process.
VP of finance Laura Cecchi
McLeish described the spethan 100 colleges nation wide that
'03 focused on the goal of •Additionally, the curriculum
has its very own chapter of the cific focus of Trinity's chapter as
review board will have students
"restoring validity" to the funding
NAACP. Founded by Descatur the attempt "to fine tune intellecon it, holding to the proactive
for organizations. Part of that
tual and leadership skills, and to
Potier '03, Vice President of
involvement
theme
that
SGA
has
was
to
implement
the
increase the level of social and
Student Government, and Watson
Conference, Event, and Activities put at the forefront of their plans.
political activism."
McLeish '05, Trinity's NAACP
The focus of the Student Integrity
(CEA) fund, available to groups
chapter was born after guest
In addition, Trinity's chapter
Contract is to have "students govin addition to their regular fundspeaker Julian Bond came to will be inviting other guest speaking in the case of a special situa- erning students," says Alexander.
address the college.
ers to campus and participating in

state and national NAACP conferences.

Locally, Trinity's NAACP
members will be involved with
community service activities, and
will constantly be searching for
other ways to include Hartford in
the group's agenda.
"The Trinity chapter of the
NAACP differs from the already
existing Black Student Union,"
emphasized McLeish, "in that the
NAACP chapter addresses political issues and is, by-in- large, a
political organization; unlike the
Black Student Union, which is a
social organization."
Specific issues that have been
targeted by Trinity's chapter
include movements to end racebased admissions, police brutality, racial profiling, and hate
crimes.
Trinity's chapter of the
NAACP, therefore, has a lot on its
plate-in its first year of existence.
"Essential in promoting the
success of this organization is
communicating to the Trinity
community that anyone can be a
member and that everyone is welcome and encouraged to participate," stated McLeish.
Trinity's NAACP chapter's
founders insist that greater participation equals greater success at
achieving its goals. This includes
people of all races who share a
belief in the importance of civil
rights

,..••'

A second general meeting is
should take place shortly after
Spring Break. For more information contact Potier or McLeish via
campus email.
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Trinity Students Experience Increase of Eating Disorders
EDNA GUERRASIO
NEWS EDITOR
This pasl week the Trinily Campus has
taken a break from the usual focus of academic excellence in order to direct its
attention to the ever-present issue of eating
disorders and body image. As an increasing problem in campuses across America,
eaiing disorders have become an "immediate issue" with a new level of severity.
What was once classified as the ideas and
actions of a select few, has almost become
the norm for college students everywhere.
As we make the transition into the 21st
century and accept the new customs of our
culture, the questions of body image and
" the "ideal body" are constantly coming into
focus and invading the perspective of students everywhere.
As a broad, all-encompassing figure,
"conservative estimates indicate that after
puberty 5-10 million girls and women and
1 million boys and men are struggling with
eating disorders." More specifically, 80
percent of American women are dissatisfied with their appearance. Although most
eating disorders begin during or after
puberty, researchers have found that the
idea of an "ideal body image" is ingrained
in the minds of most children starting at the
of six. Studies have found that 42 percent
of 1 st-3rd grade girls want to be thinner. In
addition, 51 percent of nine and ten year
old girls feel better about themselves if
they are on a diet and 46 percent of 9-11
year -olds are "sometimes" or "very often"
on diets.
Studies have shown that the number
one source of information for pre-adolescenl and adolescent girls is the media,

The survey asked, "If you currently
binge more than once a year, how long
have you been doing so?" Out of two possible responses, 78 percent of all females
who answered this question claimed to
have been doing so for the last 4 years,
while 22 percent claimed to have only
started within the last year. In the same
manner, 82 percent of all males who
answered this question stated that they
have been doing so for the last 4 years
while 18 percent said that they only began
within the last year. On a broad scale, one
question combining males and females
asked "Have you induced vomiting in the
past year?" As a response, 12 percent of
the Trinity population answered yes while
88 percent answered no. The survey found
that "about 44% of women who binge and
9% of men who binge consider themselves
'out of control' bingers."
Although these numbers do not seem to
fall on the extreme end of the curve, Trinity
health care providers are concerned with
the discrepancies that lie between what is
considered to be an eating disorder and
what is not. Since a large part of the disease is based on the perception of the individual, health care providers are worried
that students are unclear of what is meant
by the broad term "eating disorder."
Symptoms of an eating disorder can range
from repeated episodes of binging and
purging to extreme concern with one's
body weight and shape.
In the "Risky Behavior Survey" one
portion of the survey asked a series of two
questions. One being, "Do you perceive
yourself to have an eating disorder?" and
the second being, "Has a friend ever asked
you if you have an eating disorder?" The

"It is estimated that between 25 and 35 percent of
all college students have been diagnosed with an eating
disorder....."
including magazines, television, radio and
movies; A study was conducted to show
the impact the media has on young adolescent girls and their perceived image of the
"ideal body." The study revealed that 1 out
of every 3.8 television commercials were
based on "some sort of 'attractiveness message,' telling the viewers what is or is not
attractive." The average adolescent watches 3-4 hours of television on a daily basis.
Another study that focused on mass media
magazines discovered that "women's magazines had 10.5 times more advertisements
and articles promoting weight loss than
men's magazines did." Sixty percent of
Adolescent girls and women read at least
one fashion magazine regularly.
Although the ideas of dieting and
obtaining the perfect body image are
ingrained in children's minds from a very
young age, eating disorders are most prevalent among adolescents and college students. It is estimated that between 25 and
35 percent of all college students have been
diagnosed with an eating disorder and at
some point or another, 91 % of ihe women
on a college campus attempt to control
their weight through dieting.
On the Trinity Campus the numbers are
not as staggering, but there is an increasing
trend, causing administrators and health
workers to show . concern. A recent
"CYCLES" survey conducted in the year
1999-2000 entitled "Risky Behavior,"
showed that 13 percent of the female population at Trinily admitted to currently having an eating disorder while only 2 percent
of the male population made the same
claim. The survey suggested that male students at Trinity are 2 times as likely to take
up binging in the first year of college, while
female students are as likely to adopt binging in any year of college. "One in ten
female students has induced vomiting to
get rid of food more than once, and women
are more than twice as likely to have done
so."

answers to the first revealed that 3 percent
of females perceived themselves to have an:
eating disorder while less that 1 percent of
males perceived themselves in the same
manner. The answers to the latter question
revealed that 33 percent of all females and
11 percent of all males had been asked if
they had an eating disorder, showing that
those around them had perceived them to
have a problem.
A second survey was conducted this
past fall by an organization from the
Women's Center known as RIBS,
Redefining Ideal Beauty Standards. Senior
Kerri Hood with Freshmen Maggie
Downing and Rachel Gravel conducted
two surveys "to identify which body types
females and males on campus desire for
themselves...and to determine if females
and males feel pressure to look a certain
way in society or specifically on campus."
One survey was distributed to 74 females
while the other was given to 50 males.
Both surveys asked the participants to
chose which body type they would prefer
out of 4 different choices. While the
majority of the female voters chose the
body-type described as "athletically tone
and thin," almost 10 percent of those who
were poled chose the body type described
as "emaciated." The results of the male
survey revealed that 28 percent of the voters would chose a body that was "extremely muscular" while 58 percent would prefer
a body that was "fairly muscular but skinnier."
The RIBS survey also examined the
pressure that students feel to obtain a certain look both in society and on the Trinity
Campus. The results showed that 75 percent of the females surveyed felt pressure
to look u certain way. Of that 75 percent,
all participants felt an extended pressure to
look a certain way on the Trinity Campus.
Some even answered "yes" to feeling pressure on campus while answering "no" to
the question pertaining to pressure from

JIM SCTHNA
Trinity celebrates "Body Awareness Week" with Jean
Drive to support local women's shelters.
society outside of campus. The Male surover 40 billion dollars a year on dieting and
vey revealed that 40 percent of the males
diet-related products. On any given day, 25
poled felt pressure from society to look a
percent of American men and 45 percent of
certain way while only 26 percent felt an
American women are on a diet. However,
added pressure from the Trinity Campus.
only 5 percent of those who diet will keep
When evaluating the presence and
the weight off and over 95 percent will
severity of eating disorders, here are some
regain their lost weight in 1-5 years. In
numbers to consider.
The average
addition, 35 percent of "normal dieters"
American woman is 5'4" tall and weighs
progress to pathological dieting and of that
140 pounds, while the average American
35 percent, 20-25 percent progress to clasmodel is 5' 11" tall and weighs 117 pounds.
sified eating disorders.
It is estimated that most fashion models are
thinner than 98 percent of American
Outside information compiled from ••"•
women. Yet Americans spend on a
www.cdap.ori;
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Creating a Healthy Self Bringing Trin's Energy Up-to-Par
continued from page 1
piece of literature on healthy eating distributed by the health center read, "...try taking hunger and
fullness clues from your body.
Eating according to your appetite
is much healthier. And when you
eat slowly, recognizing when
you've had enough is much easier."
The educational material distributed to students also focused
on addressing and destroying
dieting myths, especially the idea
that dieting is always lieallhy.
"Dieting is very bad,"
explained Groff, "It's a quick
answer to solve something that
took a long time to develop."
Instead, Groff and nutritional experts suggest a gradual and
patient weight loss "process that
combines healthy eating and
exercise habits.
Said Groff, "Putting the
brakes on weight gain and staying
at your current weight is the first
step and is healthier than tenpound weight
fluctuations.
Instead, people should lose about
one-half pound per month. Over
time, they will lose a significant
amount of weight and be happy
with their bodies."
According to the literature,
the gradual weight-loss process
makes one happier because of the
establishment of "flexible, shortterm, attainable goals," which
leave room for indulgences and
emphasize healthy eating. This is
as opposed to most diets, which
leave little or no room for slip-ups
and therefore promote a negative

outlook, denial, and an unhealthy
self-image to go along with physically harmful eating habits.
The idea of self-image was
another major emphasis of
"Listen to Your Body Week." In
addition to the physically healthy
eating and exercise behaviors, the
right menial attitude is also
required for one's health.
"Most eating disorders develop as a result of a distorted image
of one's body," explained Groff.
In order 10 address this issue,
organizers of last week's events
promoted suggestions concerning
the development of a healthy
body image. These tips included
being realistic about your body
and its genetic traits, unconditional self-acceptance, recognizing
that you're your own worst critic,
and using your energy to pursue
other positive qualities about
yourself rather than pursuing the
perfect body image.
This idea of facing the paradigm of the perfect body image
was important to Groff and other
educators. She explained a recent
scenario in which she looked
through over thirty magazines in
a book store and could not find
one picture of a woman with the
healthy body type, which she
describes as about 5' 4" and 130
pounds.
The lessons of "Listen to
Your Body Week" therefore suggested that students should challenge society's current values.
More importantly,
students
learned to accept all body types,
especially their own.

ConnPIRG Attempts to Raise $1500 for Renewable Energy
continued from page 1
"Many places that have
turned to using renewable energy
sources have found that for every
dollar spent buying renewable
energy, three dollars are saved
from ihe costs of upgrading and
fixing non-renewable energy
sources" said Isaac Goldstein '05.
Renewable Energy is also

worst disasters possible.
Renewable energy is named
as such because it last for a long
time, and in many cases, doesn't
run out at all. This infinite
resource can be created from
many origins such as wind farms
and hydroelectric mills. Energy
can even be produced from the
carbnee in landfills or from heat

"... Trinity has been embarrassingly
behind the curve in...programs that
address environmental issues."
better for the environment.
Energy problems contribute to
about half of the major environmental problems today. Oil,
gasoline, and coal, or fossil fuels,
are increasingly finite. They are
created deep within the earth by
the decay of organic material, and
while they are still being created
today, the world now consumes
fossil fuels at a much greater
greater rate than they are created
within the earth.
The use of fossil fuels also
creates a great deal of pollution,
as evidenced by the haze over
cities filled with cars and factories.
The Environmental
Protection Agency has said that
around 97% of citizens in
Hartford are breathing "seriously
unhealthy air." Even the transportation of fossil fuels has its
dangers; oil spills are some of the

from geothermal movements.
Renewable energy tends to be
more expensive initially, but in
the long run it saves more money
because once the system is built
the energy is continuous, unlike
fossil fuels that must continue to
be purchased and are subject to
economic fluctuations.
Furthermore with renewable
energy there is generally no pollution, though the waste products
and use of energy will still need
to be carefully monitored,
"We, as a campus, are part of
Hartford and we use energy like a
small town in terms of energy
used," said Erin Riley '04, "and
with all the troubles we've seen
produced by our country's
dependence on foreign fossil
fuels, I think the logical thing is
to make energy here. Since the
energy is renewable and local, it

would also prevent important
wilderness areas...from being
used for domestic extraction of
fossil fuels."
In the past year, both
Connecticut
College
and
Wesleyan have begun to buy
renewable energy from the
Connecticut Energy Co-op. Conn
College is purchasing 20% of its
total energy from the Co-op while
Wesleyan is buying 10%. They
are among the first colleges in the
country to buy 100% renewable
energy, and Trinity will be among
the top ten if it commits this
spring.
"As a liberal arts college,
Trinity has been embarrassingly
behind the curve in terms of its
academic programs that address
environmental issues," says
Hatch, "but we have made
progress recently with the
employment of a few new professors and an Environmental
Science major being approved."
Hatch also explained that
Trinity has applied for a state
subsidy that would enable the
campus to buy and operate its
own fuel cell.
Continued Hatch, "We have a
chance here to be leaders in our
country's inevitable transition to
renewable energy. We have the
chance to do something proactive:
and positive, which is refreshing
when so much of our time is spent
criticizing our actions and
lamenting our mistakes."

(answer appears below)
MARKETING:

Development Associate Internship at the Film Society at Lincoln Center, NYC

ARTS:

Assistant position with the Philadelphia Orchestra

LAW:

Paralegal job at Leboeuf Lamb Green MacRae, NYC

SCIENCE:

Summer Lab assistant at the Center for Neurodegeneration Disease Research, Philadelphia

GOVERNMENT:

Internship at Congressman John F. Tierney's Washington, DC office

ENGINEERING:

Civil or Mechanical Engineer, B&B Dredging Co., Chicago IL.

SOCIAL SERVICES:

Summer Internship as a Youth Action Research Institute Coordinator in Hartford

ADVERTISING/PR:

Paid summer internship with Christie's International Motor Cars in Beverly Hills, CA

EDITORIAL:

Editorial & marketing assistant with Pearson Education in Saddle River, NJ

RESEARCH:

Research Associate with Emisphere Technologies in Tarrytown, NY

EDUCATION:

Resident Assistant for NYU's Study Abroad Program in Florence, Italy

BANKING:

Commercial Lending Training Program with Citizens Financial Group in Boston
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Professor Fulco Explains SIC for Students and Faculty
continued from page I
never concerned only with the
issue that there was too much
cheating; it wasn't intended to be
punitive. We wanted an honor
code that encourages students to
take academic life seriously. This
is a time to consider changing the
academic climate. Tripod: I understand that this was
originally coming from a faculty
committee, but you say nothing
about the social aspects of students' lives. Still this is a facet
that is included in the current document.
AF: There is a real divide
between academic and social life
here at Trinity. We did wonder,
"What can we do to improve student relationships with each
other?" One of the things we
wanted to address was the relationship between academic and
social/dorm room life.
Tripod: Let's go back to the initial process for a moment. What
happened after the concept of
having an honor code at Trinity
was introduced?
AF: College Affairs began to
work with the idea. I attended a
conference with another colleague and a student. We went to
a variety of presentations and
workshops. What we discovered
is that if you're interested in
introducing an honor code, you
have to evaluate your institution.
So that was the first step.
Tripod: What did you discover in
evaluating Trinity?
AF: Well, one of the most obvious things is that we already have
a Student Handbook. 'The funda-

questions of integrity really
mean. It is the faculty's job to
educate, and so we are in a position to give students a better idea
of what academic integrity really
means. I know the First Year
Program already encourages their
faculty to concentrate on these
issues in the classroom; that's a
great first step.
Tripod: I think this has answered
a lot of questions that people on
campus might have. Before we
wrap things up, I want to ask you
"We wanted an honor code that
a bit of a history question. I'm
sure you are aware that there have
encourages students to take academic life
been other attempts to implement
seriously."
an honor code at Trinity.
Obviously none have been successful, since we are just now
Residential Life and the Dean of
of Virginia and the Air Force
Students office will have fewer establishing one. Why do you
Academy that have very rigid
responsibilities in regard to the think they failed before?
honor codes. That won't fit
AF: I'm not sure entirely, but I
adjudication process. If students
Trinity.
think the most likely reason is
are involved, the climate really
Tripod: What does fit us, then?
will change. Also, as students that so many of these honor codes
AF: What we thought we would
deal with questions of academic that came before.were "all or
attempt at Trinity - what we have
nothing." Students and faculty
and communal integrity,. they
now created here - is what is
were required to report each
come to understand why these
called a "modified honor code."
other; that's an idea that meets a
things matter.
What this really means is that it
lot of resistance.
Tripod: We talked about changes
doesn't require students or faculfor the students. Will there be any Tripod: So how have we sucty to report on each other. Instead
ceeded where so many fell
changes for the faculty?
it focuses on the meaning of the
before?
AF: No faculty practices will
relationships we have and works
change; there are no mandates for AF: It was a matter of sizing up
to create a meaningful academic
tests and reporting. There will be Trinity's situation and devising a
life.
plan that will work for us. Also
important slight procedural
Tripod: You say this is a "modichanges to some of the current we don't expect to have all the
fied honor code." Does that mean
answers now. One of the things
committees, notably, Academic
that it is just the first step in
that is important to understand is
Affairs and Academic Affairs
implementing a full-blown honor
that this is a process.
Appeals, because the decisions
code?
Tripod: What do you mean, "a
AF: No, not at all. There are about how to adjudicate will fall
process"?
more heavily on the students.
many schools with modified
What one would hope is that the AF: To begin with, this document
honor codes. It's not a stepping
document would cause the faculwe have now is not written in
stone.
ty and students to ask what these
stone; if something doesn't work,
Tripod: If the document is based
mental problem is that we don't
think in terms of integrity; we
think in terms of punishment. We
are introducing a more positive
way of thinking. We should view
the Handbook as providing a set
of rules that shape our relationships to one another.
The other thing we quickly discovered is that you don't want to
introduce a "death penalty."
There are schools like University

on what is currently in the
Handbook in terms of regulations, and there is nothing saying
that students have to report each
other, what is going to change?
AF: The principle change is that
students will take on more
responsibility for dealing with
infractions. Rather than having a
conversation with the Dean, students wil! have to face one another. Administrators, Office of
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we have the opportunity to
change it. You have to expect that
there will be bumps in the road;
that doesn't mean the principle is
not worth working for.
When I say that this is a process,
I mean that not everything is
going to magically come together
next September. It will probably
be at least four years until we
begin to reap the benefits. By that
time, any class that is entering
will know that they are joining a
certain kind of special intellectual
community.
Tripod: Now that we know this is
going to be a long term work-inprogress, what should students
and faculty know now?
AF: Part of what this is about is
learning to assess and judge situations. It's not punitive in the
least; it's designed to teach.
Tripod: Thank you very much
for answering some of our questions, Professor Fulco.
The first page of the Student
Integrity Contract was distributed
in students' mailboxes on
Monday with a cover letter from
some of the students who have
been active in this process.
There will be several information sessions held by students
next week. The dates of these
meetings will be publicized
through e-mail and posters.
Everyone - students and faculty are encouraged to attend with
questions, concerns and comments.
A complete text of the SIC
can be found online at http://trincoll.edu/honorcode.
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Eating Disorders in Popular Culture: A Serious Problem
ALLISON HUNT
FEATURES WRITER
When college students would hesitate
before dismissing rumors that starch was
sprinkled on dining hall lettuce to trick
anorexics into ingesting some carbohydrates, it becomes
clear that the drive
for physical perfec-

THMWEEK

tion has become

dangerously
unhealthy.
According to recent studies conducted
by the Eating Disorders Alliance, twothirds of females between the ages of 18
and 25 would prefer "being stupid or
mean" to being overweight, with "being
run over by a truck," coming in second.
Though both men and women suffer
from some type of eating disorder, the proportions are greatly distorted, with reportedly 91% of college women dieting, almost
a quarter of them chronically.
In fact, the Center for Mental Health
Services recently concluded that 90% of
those who have an eating disorder are
women between the ages of 12 and 25.
When dieting leads'to a psychological
condition, anorexia nervosa and bulimia
nervosa are the most common disorders to
develop.
Between these, anorexia is much more
common, and much more lethal. In fact,
the mortality rate for anorexia is higher
than that of any other psychological disorder, including depression.
It is also the number one cause of death
for young women. Within ten years'of
onset, five to ten percent of anorexics will
d i e ;
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years of constant self-starvation, the most
easily noticeable symptom of an anorexic.
Most psychologists attribute the warped
perception of body image to the impossible
standards presented by fashion models and
movie stars.
Research has found that if today's man-
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Another twenty percent will die ten
years later, while' the rest suffer from
chronic memory loss, osteoporosis, muscle
atrophy, and cardiac dysfunction.
The physical deterioration results from

Food options at the Cave. Is this
nequins were actual women, based on theoretical fat percentages, their devastatingly:
undernourished bodies would cease to
:
menstruate! '
••• • .
Even though this standard is naturally
Unachievable: to '98% of the population,
seemingly innocuous calorie counting soon
develop^ into 'a : pathological disorde'ras
women warp''their metabolic functions to
fit the new rribdel'of perfection. Though1 an
anorexic may be able to see every'rib -poking out through the skin, he or she will
never feel thin enough.

range of people, it is virtually impossible to
recognize individuals who are especially
vulnerable.
So, ail too often sufferers are not identified until the disease has progressed
beyond help, therefore more than half will
never be cured.
Though less lethal, bulimia nervosa is
increasing in popularity, and now up to
19% of college-aged women in America
are sufferers, concludes Rader Reports.
With the spread of eating disorder awareness, victims struggle to keep their disease
a secret.
Bulimia has become progressively
more common because it can be easily concealed, since victims usually hover close to
a normal body weight.
The binge-purge disease is prevalent
among athletes who sometimes must lose
or gain large amounts of weight in a short
time span.
Bulimia, Latin for "ox-hunger" causes
some individuals to consume between
1,000 and 60,000 calories within a single
one or two-hour sitting. They will then
resort to vomiting, laxatives, or fasting to
balance the massive energy intake.
This prolonged disruption • of bowel
movements will lead to tooth decay or rupture of the esophagus from frequent swallowing of stomach acids.
a typical meal at Trin?
Eating disorder sufferers will frequentWhen we arrive at college, we are sep- ly alternate from one disease to the other
arated from our familiar environments, throughout their-lifetimes, and altogether
causing some students lo search desperate- less than 20% will find a permanent cure.
ly for a means of acceptance. Others are
Despite this barrage; of statistics, the
plagued by guilt, not willing to grow up specific causes of thesedisontos cannot be
and handle new responsibilities; they compinpointed, it is clear that, the stresses of a
pulsively count calories to distract them- college campus can exacerbate preexisting
' selves from the challenges of adulthood.
self-esteem issues.
JI_;;'•-.' :t,•• r."<l'
On our campus and others around the
Still others are pathologically narcissis-'
world, various emotionalcoricerns-develop
tici: unable to interact with others because
into psychological conditions, which will
of hypersensitivity to criticism, they condirectly cause 50,000 individuals to die
stantly need to be admired.
Because this disease strikes a wide: during
Anorexics measure their self-worth by
their weight, which makes young people
with low self-esteem particularly susceptible to the disease. Many little girls grow up
wanting to look like their Barbie dolls, and,
according to Time magazine, 80% of tenyear-olds are afraid of being fat.
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Talk to students and professors from all
departments and
-programs
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Jamal is spearheading a new movement on campus called Operation
Reach B.L.A.C.K. (Building Leadership, Awareness, and Cultural
Knowledge). Currently the group is thinking up political and economic strategies for the upward mobilization of the Hartford Community. Jamal believes
that change is going on all around us and wants to make sure that the people
have their voices heard. One part of this new campus group that they find particularly important is becoming informed about the decisions that are being
made in your life. Decisions are being made each and every day about the
state of poverty, health care, education, and criminal justice in our society and
Operation Reach B.L.A.C.K. feels that the first step in making change is to
make people aware of what is going on. If you are interested in participating
in this exciting new club, contact Jamal Lacy or come to a meeting. They are
held every Thursday at 6:30pm at the Umoja House on 72 Vernon Street.
- Lily Siegel-Gardner
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Trinity Girls Give Personal Accounts of Eating Disorders
"I Took Metabolife 56 and Woke Up in the Middle of the Night, Sweating, My Heart Pounding, and a
Tightness in My Chest. I Was Convinced I Was Going to Have a Heart Attack, Like the Bottle Warns."
ANONYMOUS '02
FEATURES WRITER
1 never really thought too much
about my weight until the day that
my dad told me 1 looked fat in a
bathing suit. "You could lose a
couple pounds," he said. "You're
right on the edge."
Before this, I had always been
pretty active, 1 ran cross-country
and played basketball and
lacrosse up through middle
school and into high-school, and I
had a healthy appetite and was the
girl with the skinny hips who
could fit into my brother's narrow-hipped Levi's,
1 loved bananas mashed with
chocolate chips and marshmallows in the microwave and Ben &
Jerry's Rainforest Crunch icecream,
But this all changed the summer after sophomore year in highschool. 1 guess you could say (his
is when my obsession with my
weight began. 1 can't say that my
obsession ever really took the
form of a full-blown "eating disorder," such as anorexia or bulimia.
However, anyone who has ever
weighed themselves every day,
applied for their own checking
account, not for the purpose of
financial independence, but for
the purpose of being able to order
diet pills by mail without their
parents finding out, and drank
nothing but grapefruit juice
mixed with apple cider vinegar
for four'day*s"sira'J§hf,*o'riiy to eat
2 pints of Rocky Road while crying the next day because they
only lost 3 1/2 pounds knows that
living this life is about as disorderly as lite can get.

By the time I got to Trinity, I
had already decided that at 57"
and 140 pounds, I was grossly
overweight.
Everyone at Trinity was prettier
and thinner than I was, especially
my roommate. She was annoyingly skinny, and it was for this
reason, and this reason alone, that
she was more attractive to guys
than I was.
So white she spent Friday and
Saturday nights going to parties
with friends, I spent them in my
room weighing myself on my
new scale that also measured percentage of body fat.
Then if the numbers weren't
right, I would either curl up and
go to sleep, or most likely make a
run to the Cave or to the BP and
eat some disgustingiy fatty food,
because, after all, I was destined
to be fat and ugly.
However, in the back of my
head, I knew my behavior was
completely ridiculous, but what
shocked me the most was my
roommate's reaction.
Instead of telling me what a
complete fool 1 was being, and
suggesting that we both start
going to the gym together, she
only further encouraged my selfdeprecating attitude.
She told me that I'd look really
hot if I lost a couple pounds, and
that she had used to be like me
befqre she went to Jenny Craig
the summer before coming to
Trinity. She kept herself thin by
skipping breakfast and lunch and
then eating half her dinner and
pouring salt over the rest.
She introduced me to smoking
and drinking lots of coffee and
Diet Coke. Then, she would use
rny scale and show me how much

less she weighed than I did, and
then buy me a huge bag of
Hershey Kisses when she came
back from CVS because "I know
you like chocolate. Well aren't
you going to eat it?"
Over the course of freshman
year, I gained 10 pounds, only to
lose those 10 and 12 more by the
middle of my sophomore year.
Now I was only 128, two pounds
less than I weighed my freshman
year of high school when I actually thought I looked good.
However, now I was convinced
that to look good, I needed to
weigh 120, so therefore 1 was
obviously almost 10 pounds overweight.
1 had tried the Zone Diet, the
Atkin's
Diet
and
the
Carbohydrate Addicts Diet, and
found that cutting back on carbohydrates really was the secret to
losing those 12 pounds. However,
the scale refused to go any lower
than this.
I then would make multiple
trips to Stop & Shop and buy
every stupid diet or exercise magazine on the rack and read articles
about how you should drink 10
times your body weight in ounces
of water a day, or if you eat raw
jalapenos or sprinkle cinnamon or
nutmeg on your food, you can
speed your metabolism by 1520%. I also read that if you eat
parsley, you can reduce water
retention, and that calcium supplements and vitamin B-12 can
aid in weight loss.
I tried various diet pills offered
in the diet aisle of CVS, including
the Hollywood Juice Diet which
actually made me lose 5 pounds,
but I could get the same results
with my apple cider vinegar and

grapefruit juice mixture, Exercise
in a Bottle, which didn't do anything, and Metabolife 56, which
contains ephedrine. I took this a
couple of times.
Then one night, I woke up in
the middle of the night sweating
with my heart pounding, and a
tightness in my chest, convinced I
was going to have a heart attack
like the bottle warns.
I called my parents at 2:30 in
the morning in tears and promised
I would never try any of these diet

For some reason, after seeing
these girls, I got really mad. I just
wanted to yell at them to just eat
the stupid banana so that we
could go outside and play soccer.
But of course, most of the girls
were so thin that they couldn't
really play soccer very well. I
was always afraid that when I was
playing with them, if I accidentally kicked them in the shin, their
bone would break.
After seeing these girls, I just
thought how stupid it was that I

Over the course of freshman year, I gained
10 pounds, only to lose those 10 and 12
more by the middle of my sophomore year.
had wasted so much of my time
pills again.
obsessing over my weight. I have
This incident was truly a waketo apologize if I am not doing
up call for me, and for my parents
their stories justice, because obviwho made me talk to my uncle
ously I can't compare my story to
who is a doctor. We decided that
the severity of those of the girls
I should spend part of my summer
volunteering at a program for that I saw.
girls with eating disorders.
However, every time I see girls
at Trinity talking about what they
After talking with some of the
ate that day, or the time 1 heard
girls there, and seeing them so
two girls outside of Psi U, asking
thin that they couldn't even walk,
each other if the reason they didsome of them had to be wheeled
n't get in was because they were
around in a wheelchair with IV
too fat, I just get upset.
tubes and blankets around them.
I think about the girls who
They were so tired all the time
couldn't play soccer and about my
that I couldn't even talk to them.
roommate buying me chocolates
And then there were other girls
who had to be monitored while and telling me she was skinnier
than I was.
they ate and if they went below a
certain weight they would have to .
I guess I just wish that Trinity
be committed into the hospital..
girls were more open. and. more .
Some girls there believed they
friendly because I think then we'd
were so worthless that they just
have a healthier campus instead
wanted to waste away and die.
of an atmosphere where girls are
They just thought if they stopped jealous of each other, which can
eating they would fade away and
lead to negative self-attitude and
nobody would notice.
weight obsession.

7 Became So Desperate to Throw Up 1 Would Do Anything, Even Vomit in Restaurant Bathrooms"
ANONYMOUSt04

bathroom and stuck my finger
FEATURES WRITER down my throat until I threw up
what looked like most of my
In high school I played a
lunch. I then went for a run and
sport every season and as a result
felt pretty good about drinking
was strong, muscular, happy, and
that night.
thin.
I reasoned that the alcohol
I always related my happiness
calories more than compensated
to my thinness and so, after my
for the food that I threw up and so
final season concluded and 1 ] was simply balancing out,
couldn't work out because of
After that first time I didn't
injuries, I stopped eating full
throw up everyday. It was more
meals to compensate for the lack
like once a week, mostly on
of exercise.
weekends before I would go out
In the beginning of my fresh- drinking.
man year at Trinity, i was 5'4"
One day I didn't work out and
and weighed 112 pounds, but
to compensate for the lack of
because of drinking and lateexercise, 1 threw up after every
night eating, 1 quickly returned to
meal. It was in this frame of
my regular weight of 125 pounds.
mind that I went home for the
I was working out everyday
summer and my problem hit a
so the weight gain was gradual
peak.
and I looked better than I did
Over the summer 1 would run
when I was 112 pounds, but I was
six miles everyday and throw up
afraid of gaining even more
after every meal. The food that I
weight and becoming fat.
didn't throw up could barely be
The first time 1 really threw
counted. For me, lunch was half
up was in April of my freshman
a bagel and dinner was a Greek
year. 1 had gone out to lunch with salad.
some friends in West Hartford
A lot of times I would come
and 1 had eaten a huge Mexican
home from work late at night and
meal.
open the refrigerator and frantiMy roommate took a nap and
cally stuff food into my mouth.
I tried to lie down too, but 1 could Cold cuts, cheese, bread, leftfeel the food sitting in my stomovers, and cake, anything I could
ach, a huge lump that would
find that that didn't require prepaspread to my entire body and
ration would be crammed down
become fat,
my throat.
Because it was a Saturday, I
After I finished eating I went
knew that ! would be drinking, straight to the bathroom and
which would be even more calothrew up. I became very good at
ries. I decided to take matters
throwing up and not having a lot
into my own hands, went into the
of the physical side effects that

normally come along with it, like
in the street, 1 was in therapy,
teary-eyes or a puffy face.
telling my therapist that I felt
I became so desperate to more in control of my bulimia.
throw up that I would do anyTo this comment, she looked
thing. I would vomit in restau- at me incredulously and asked me
rants while my boyfriend thought if I could hear what I was saying.
I was just going to the bathroom, Her point made sense to me, but I
or I would cite bladder shyness as
still didn't stop. People who have
the reason I had to go to the bath- never had problems with eating
room farthest from the room
don't understand it.
where my friends where sitting.
Everyday all 1 could think
There were times of pure desper- about was what 1 was going to
ation.
eat, was it "safe" food that wouldn't get me fat (like half a bagel) or
During my friend's barbeque
would I have to vomit afterwards
birthday party, I ate two hamburg(anything else), and if I had to
ers, potato salad and chips,
vomit, where would I go and
assuming that I could go to the
could I get away with it.
bathroom as normal and vomit it
all up and it would be as if 1 never
These were the questions
even ate it.
constantly running through my
However, this particular time,
head and 1 couldn't get away
a friend decided she also had to
from them, I liked being so skingo the bathroom and so she came ny that people told me 1 looked
with me. I couldn't throw up in
sick.
front of her so I sat, wondering
Although I could hear the
what I should do. 1 always gave
words, I heard the underlying
myself an hour grace period that I
tone that girls always had, which
could throw up. Anytime after
to me was almost envious. But
that, I assumed that the food was
maybe that was just me giving
digested and it was "too late."
them that tone. I was driving
myself crazy. Knowing that I was
After my friend's party, we
going out to dinner was almost
were all going to my house
disastrous.
because my parents were away. I
got to my house before any of my
I would think about what I
friends, waited impatiently for
was going to order hours in
them to get there and then told
advance. I was constantly planthem I had to walk my dog. On
ning out what to eat and when I
the walk, I forced myself to vomit
could throw up. Instead of caloup the hamburgers, potato salad
rie counting, I went more with my
and chips on the grassy part of the
knowledge of what was low fat
sidewalk.
and "safe", but I still spent an
incredible amount of time planIronically, while 1 was running out meals.
ning out of my house to throw up

My parents figured out that
something was wrong when I ate
dinner with them one night and
completely binged before, during
and after dinner. My mother
asked me if something was wrong
to which I promptly said no.
However, the following night
after I vomited after dinner, I
opened the bathroom door and
my mother looked at me and
started to cry. Still, I didn't stop.
At this point, 1 was so thin you
could see all my ribs and my collarbone protruded sharply.
The summer was over and I
returned to Trinity for my sophomore year. Ironically, at the place
where my eating disorder began,
my problem slowly began to ebb
away.
One reason is that I share a
bathroom with two other girls and
it's pretty obvious that something
is going on in a small enclosed
space.
Another reason is that I realized that I can eat reasonably, like
a sandwich as opposed to half a
bagel, and pasta opposed to a
salad, work out reasonably and
not gain weight. I still have a
problem, I still throw up occasionally, but I've gotten much
better.
I'm proud of the progress I've
made. I know I still have a ways
to go until I'm completely better
and I don't know if that will ever
happen, but I'm working on it.
I'm not proud of my problem, but
I can admit to it and I can say that
I'm trying to get better.
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Eating Disorders at Trinity: What do Students Think?
He Said
As far as Trinity girls go, I don't really
pay enough attention to their eating habits
to make a judgment. I remember in high
school that all the girls would only eat
ALBERT WEI
salad and maybe a piece of bread at lunch
FEATURES WRITER and dinner.
One thing we can agree on is that
The dining scene at Trinity sees girls
Mather food is pretty bad. Now I use the eating at both ends of the spectrum. I see
word pretty bad because the food isn't tersome girls who barely eat anything, opting
rible. At least we have options of dining at
for a salad and a little bit of pasta. Then
The Cave or The Bistro.
there are girls who eat as much as the guys
do. Now, don't make the presumption that
When I went to high school, the only
girls that eat as much of the guys do are as
options were pasta with red sauce with
horrendous meat and pasta with red sauce big as the guy who eats the same amount.
This is not true.
with horrendous vegetables. The only
thing you could count on was good bread.
I cannot talk about anorexia and bulimOur dining food service was equated to the ia because 1 don't know much about either
type that a convict would receive in prison.
to be an expert. However, I want to make
Surprising, isn't it? And this was supposan observation that might be insightful.
edly a top-notch boarding school.
Girls have this idea that they need to eat
very little and run on the treadmill for
As far as Trinity goes, when I look
hours in order to stay thin. I don't want to
around in the dining hall, I don't notice the
send like a physiologist but most girls (and
guys having eating problems like anorexia
guys) don't take enough calories without
or bulimia.
Most of the guys eat pretty sizeable exercise.
rations of food, usually consuming more
If the girls, who don't eat well, eat
than one plate of food and guzzling down
three solid meals and go to the gym, they
many soft drinks. One of my friends could
will be fine. They're not going to have to
probably win a contest on "Glutton Bowl" go to fat camp after eating three meals of
meat, veggies, and carbs. So girls, don't be
(It's a new TV show where contestants are
afraid of eating, because you're not going
challenged to eat as much of a food possible. These foods range from mayonnaise to become fat after a day.
to cow tongue.)
This problem of diet is not totally the
fault of the Trinity student body. If Mather
When it comes to guys eating, I can
offered a wider selection of food, not to
only identify one prospective problem.
mention a healthier selection, we wouldn't
The diets of guys at Trinity aren't the
have this problem. However, I think the
healthiest, although I see kids making an
students could be a little more health coneffort to stay healthy at The Cave by orderscious. I am not trying to say that I have a
ing a grilled chicken sandwich, forgoing
perfect diet, because, as my friends can tell
the fries.
you, I don't.
If there was one change that students
could make, it would be to pay more attenI splurge every once in a while on
tion to the fat they consume on a daily
cookies and candy. However, I also know
what it's like to be one a very strict diet. As
basis. The American nation has the highest obesity rate in the whole world and it's an elite athlete, there was one point in my
life where I had to count the calories I had
not because they eat too many vegetables

IE

m

to eat and actually kept a journal of my
There is a fine line one must tread when
meals each day. I even ate the same breakdiscussing eating disorders in order to
fast for my four years in high school
avoid offending those who have a problem
because it was the only healthy meal availand also, to avoid insulting healthy girls.
able out of breakfast, lunch, and dinner.
Clearly, not everyone on this campus has
an eating problem. In fact, there are plenty
There are ways to eat healthier like
of girls who eat healthy meals. However,
buying yogurt at The Cave and not eating
there is a certain pressure on this campus to
the greasy fries. In an attempt to eat a more
fit in and be thin, and this is by no means a
healthily, try to decrease your consumption
of fats and sweets. Also make sure you eat healthy pressure. This pressure comes
from the Trinity environment but also from
a balanced diet that contains all food
college life and society in general.
groups. If you are worried about over eating, try and eat smaller meals but more freBefore I came to college, an older sisquently.
ter of a friend told me about "the freshman
Instead of eating three large meals, eat 'fifteen," and after"! came to school, it was
clear how easily this weight.can be gained.
five small meals. That also will take away
the hunger pangs you might get. I'm not an Drinking, late-night food binges and the
quality and quantity of food available ali
expert on diet and nutrition but I do have
contribute to weight gain. Some girls look
some basic knowledge on the topic.
at these factors and elect to avoid food and
The thing to remember is that everyone
has a different need for food and his or her to work out excessively, often to the point
of exhaustion. For me, it is most impresbody processes those foods differently. So
sive when I meet a Trinity girl and not only
diets for one person might not work for
does she eat a full meal, but she doesn't
another person. In any case, stay healthy
comment about the amount of food that she
and eat properly. Your body will appreciate
is eating. Not that I am preaching at all,
it a lot more in the long run.
nor should 1 be preaching. I am guilty of
_ _ _ _ _ _
avoiding food, commenting about food,
and working out too much, all of which
makes this article even more difficult to
LLBBY SUCHER-JACOBSON
write.
FEATURES EDITOR
How can I, as a girl who has done all
that is considered unhealthy, write about
"If you look around, the majority of
eating disorders? I can sit here and discuss
this campus is skinny. Whether someone
about how you should eat five small meals
has an eating disorder is not always disa day, work out in healthy doses, and not
closed and obviously not everyone does.
worry about food because it's what's inside
Still, a lot of people who go to this school
that counts, but I won't do that because that
are thinner than the normal," an anonywould be wrong of me. Trinity students
mous sophomore girl commented when
and others who suffer from eating disorders
asked about eating disorders on Trinity
are intelligent people. They know that their
campus. Being a female on this campus
isn't an easy thing. I look around and I see behavior is abnormal and they know they
many girls who are thin, others who are are not doing the healthiest things to their
body. It is not a matter of a lack of inforthinner and then there are those who aren't
mation and people who presume as much
as thin.
This, is not an easy article to write. ,„„,..„ ,:je,e HER QPJMON. fin page J4 .,,„-;1,
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Career Services
THE BEST WAYTO PREDICT YOUR FUTURE IS TO CREATE IT...

Upcoming Resume Deadlines on Trinity Recruiting!
Thursday, March 7, 2002
Neurogen Corporation - Laboratory Assistant
Friday, March 8, 2002
Gap Inc. - College Manager in Training
HarperCollins Publishing - Editorial Assistant, Marketing
Assistant, HarperCollins Rotational Program, Designer,
Subsidiary Rights Assistant, Summer Internship Program,
Pubicity Assistant, Human Resources Assistant, Production
Assistant

University of Connecticut Health Center - Internship
Opportunities
Yale University - Research Assistant
it

Saturday, March 16,2002
Learn - Partners for Birth to Three, Early Care & Education
Van Drivers/Van Aides, Special Education Department,
Regional Multicultural Magnet School opportunities, Center
for Instructional Technology

Monday, March 18,2002
Common Ground - 2002-2003 Common Ground Fellowship
Monday, March 11, 2002
in Creative Response to Homelessness
The Greenwich Country Day School - Co-Teacher Program
Foth & Van Dyke - Lead Environmental Engineer
The Methodist Home of DC - Office of Development
Thursday, March 14,2002
Fundraising / Event Planning Internship
Plymouth Public Schools - Special Education Teacher
United Nations Association of the United States of America Travelers Insurance - Environmental Claim Dept. - Associate Various Internship opportunities
Account Executive-Environmental Claims
Friday, March 15,2002
American Bar Association - Law student
Boston Review - Internship (academic)
Citizen Schools - Teaching Fellow
Health and Human Services Career Fair - Education, Science
and Health & Human Service FailMassachusetts General Hospital - Outpatient Psychiatry
Division - Research Assistant Position
The Washington Post - The H. Simons Graduate Fellowship

^^

Please visit Trinity Recruiting for application information at:
http://trincoll.erecruiting.com
We're available Monday through Friday, 8:30 AM to 4:30 PM
Walk-in hours are 12:00 to 4:30 PM
Wednesday night walk-ins from 6:00 PM to 9:00 PM

Visit Trinity Recruiting often for latest
updates on events,
special programs and job listings
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Why I Like Camp Trin-Trin
(which is highly unlikely for a Trinity student). By the number of QPs, you know
that every single day there are more happenings at Trinity than other colleges have
in a week. You can go to a lecture about
Human Rights given by a world famous
speaker, go to Austin Arts Center and
watch Trinity students perform, and then
there is always community service to, do in
Hartford. All you need is enthusiasm. The
opportunities are always there waiting for
you.
4) This is a beautiful campus. I don't
really know whether I like the quad more
when it's covered by snow or by green
grass. It is enchanting both ways. On other
campuses you can see a mixture of different styles -r it seems like a gathering of random buildings and looks odd. Our campus
is so elegant; there is something so stylish
about it.
5) The Dean of Students. I've needed
help, from the Dean of Students a couple of
times and I've always been given the best
advice and support. She made me feel like
I'm really at home. All 1 can say is: Thank
you!
6) There are so many great classes.
Even though I don't like waking up at 8
AM for a class on two hours of sleep, I
wake up and don't want to get out of bed,
but then I know 1 have to, so I just do. But
after the first five minutes of class, I know
it. was worth it. I never know which way the
discussion will go, and I've learned so
much during the last couple of months.
Surprisingly, along with my professors, my
b&t teachers have been other students. It
happens that someone raises a point in

A S S IA SVINAROVA
FEATURES WRITER

Recently 1 have overheard several conversations among freshman students about
how some of them want to transfer. I have
friends who are applying to other schools,
but they don't really know whether they
would go if they are accepted. While I
know that everyone has their own motives
for transferring, I cannot understand what
students expect to find at other schools that
is not .available here.
I am very happy at Trinity and even
though I am far away from my family and
in a country on a completely different continent that I had never visited before I got
here, J know it's worth it. Here are my top
six reasons for why I don't want to transfer:
1) Many schools pretend they have
the best faculty, but we really do. I have
taken eight classes so far and I've not had a
single professor who is not accessible,
extremely intelligent and fun to talk to.
" Our professors do not teach us what the
truth is, because they know that one truth
does'not exist. Instead, they show us the
ways to find our own truths. They do not
force us lo study; rather, they inspire us to.
2) I love ray friends here. For those
who believe that people here are not friendly, I could only say that they are when
you're not friendly to them. I have never
said hello to someone without receiving a .
"hi" back. You can't really expect people
to be friendly if you're not in the first place.
There are many smart people at this
school. They all have their own different
Jt
inte'fesls and you can talk to themfor hours
''abodt things that you never actually
' class that makes me think fpr a long period
'-"thought exisfed before they told you about
of time. I've found that many Trinity stu, them. You can sit in your dorm hall at three
dents are very insightful. . in the morning and discuss the currency
I could give many other reasons, for not
. bojircj in Argetttjna, even if halt" an hour jgo.
transferring such as my employers at the
. yovi .h^J,.{w,,idjjsa, wrmt. ,a c u r r e n c y b 4
, the PRID.E program, my awesome"
ftB, fyis one is for you). 1
Ther numberless opportunities.
would jutt like to ask you a question" '
You really can't gel bored here unless all
instead; Do you really believe that by transyou're interested in are video games
ferring you'll win more than you'll lose?

Her Opinion About Eating
continued from page 13
..are wrong.
So why would so-called intelligent
people starve, binge, purge, use laxatives,
exercise excessively and obsess over their
weight? Because it's a disease and that is ;
what a lot of people cannot understand. If
someone has an eating disorder, he or she
looks in the mirror and cannot see how
skinny he or she is. This person does not
perceive his or her body the way that others
see it. A person with an eating disorder will
look in the mirror and see only imperfections and room for improvement. If an
anorexic's ideal weight is 100 pounds and
she achieves it, it is no longer ideai, and she
wants to get down to 95.
When I was in high school, two of my
best friends became anorexic. Neither of
them were ever got to the point that they
needed hospitalization, but it was a serious
problem. Eventually they recovered, but to

this day they do not have the healthiest
relationships with food. From them I
learned a lot that a trigger of eating disorders is low self-esteem. For my friends,
they felt that they didn't have a lot of control over their lives and their weights were
one thing that they could control and it got
out of hand.
'
I am: not saying that all eating disorders
are a result of low self-esteem, but it is a
common aspect. At Trinity there is a lot of
pressure to be thin, especially if you are a
girl. You feel that guys look at you differently if you are heavier and you feel inferior to your thinner friends. This hopefully
does not apply to all girls, but I feel that it
unfortunately applies to a large percentage.
What can we do about this rampant
problem? If you have a friend, let him or
her know that you are there for him or her
and if you are that person, know that you
are not alone.1 There is help out there.

for 'i'itofJ 'Date focfoy! your /-{pplk-stioD is (wopfctely jflnoDywous. SiP5p£y
tills Form, EneJnsa & md Send it to 'i'LUfD WtfE c/o ttyH>Ot> via
oCsropus 'M.9il. you wiU Dotfee.tteppototsJ!
.NAME:_

20 - pE&ft-UAOy 18
Aquarius, the "water bearer," pours new
life into culture. Aquarius' symbol is not
only Water but fast-flowing currents of
energy. Visit the Wadsworth or the lv|ark
Twain jJouse and bring a friend. The
uncultured dolts at this school need
someone Like you to show them a new side
of J-lartford. Thomas Edison Was an
Aquarius. Does that inspire youP

L-GO
Oui_y 23 - A U G U S T 2 2

As befits your regal nature, you are deVoted to high ideals, you are honorable, conscientious, courageous and daring. &>ut. for
aLL of your Virtues, you must strive to overcome an opposing dark side. You risk
drowning in insensitivity, egocentrism, and
materialism. That's not too surprising
here at Trinity. K/jaybe you shouLd give up
your WeekLy trip to the maLL

Prsces
PE6ft.UAft.y 13 - MAft-cw 20

A U G U S T 23 - SEPTEM&EA. 22

Contrary to your Virgin image, you do not
Hoi aLL Pieces are comfortable in the
cosmos. t>ome are hypersensitive, even to represent purity. Your order-loving nature
the point of being psychic. You may have , can Lead you to be obsessed With petty
details. This is the reason you are up to
problems distinguishing your thoughts
3 Afvj typing "that paper when you reaLLy
from the thoughts of others. This leads
you to be anxious, withdrawn and disorgan- have nothing to worry about. Your virgoan
beauty is stunning enough as it is. Take a
zed. f>asically, if you Want to avoid a fate
hint from your fellow Virgo. Sophia Loren,
Like John Hash, puLl yourself together
and put your beauty to work.
and always turn to Aspasia for advice.

21-

SEPTEM&eo. 23 - OCTOCEA. 22

You can be Likened to the season of spring
itself, a time of awakening, emergence,
shedding of 'restraints,, and impulses
towards Life. Therefore, that impulse you
had Last night at'Psi-U?' 'Don't'regret it,
that's just part' of your nature Tour

You are the zodiac's only inapimate symbol You have a talent for emotional distance and can look c&olly an issues of
Love A t your, best, you have the Virtue of
compassionate detachment A t Trinity,
these'ar^ virtues, not JjlaWs. You never

have your passionate love of Life
You are the Warrior of the.zodiac.

you the next morning Instead, you are
quite content to never see him or her

TAUPJJS
A P R . I L . 20 - M A y 20

are the zodiac's sensuaList. You reVeL
in tastes, textures, aromas, colors, and
sounds. You love good food, comfortable
Living and aesthetic pLeasures. \ v V you
chose to Live in a dorm room, eat in K/|ather,
and take a run around ilartford is a mystery to Aspasia. This week, seclude yourself in your bed. With silk sheets, scented
candles and chocolates. You need a break.

y 21- Ouuy 22
You are the zodiac's Wordsmith, lover of
language, poet and bard, and Verbal magician. Use those Verbal skilLs this Week
when you realize that you have a paper due
in two hours. Your sign's particular demon
is all talk and no action. tvjarilyn Ivjonroe
Was a CJemini. lv|odel yourself after her
and Aspasia doesn't think that you will
haVe this particular problem.

O U N J E 21 - O u u y 22

FAVORITE HARTFORD PIZZA:.
•EXTENSION:.
FAVORITE DRINK:
• HEIGHT:
KAPPA OR TRI-DELT:.
'HAIR COLOR:.
PIKEORTHEHALL:_

•NATURAL HAIR COLOR:_
ECON OR ENGLISH;

"
THE TAP OR THE TOWN:.

•GLASSES OR CONTACTS:.

HERSH OR THOMAS;
"PINK OR GREEN:

AQ.UAft.rus

O C T O & E A . 23 - MoveM&erx 21

You are complicated and multi-faceted.
Your sexuality is expressed as eroticism,
eVen aggression, a union of Love and death,
or Life and death. You will never randomLy hook-up in AP. You know Why? You
Would be the one who started the fight in
the parking Lot. J-loWeVer, when you do
have a relationship, it is bound to be
intense.

- OECEM6.ER- 21
J-laLf-human and half-horse, your gait has
its own unfettered..rhythm. In layman's
terms, you march to the beat of your own
drummer. This is a good thing, as you
broaden your horizons this Week by spending time in places where you have never
been seen before, for you, the point of Life
is the Voyage, not the discovery. Cjo on a
road trip With onLy yourself and a map.

FAVORITE SUPERHERO:

•CLASS:

•EYE COLOR:

aspasia
L tlarzot:
t

Just like the crab, you have a hard outer
shell and a soft interior. L e t more people
into that interior and show them how
sWeet you can be. Treat someone to a
meaL at the bistro, just keep that tendency to pinch for after-hours. fieWare: the
Cancerian man is LikeLy to be attached to
his mother, while the Cancerian femaLe is
poWerfuL and encompassing.

D E C E M & E A . 22 - oANUAruy 13

finding the right mountain to climb is the
Capricorn dilemma.. You may reach a summit onLy to find you have gone astray and
are in the Wrong pLace. &ut, if the correct
peaks are in sight, you Will follow, tlere's
a hint you don't have to join the luting
CLub to find peaks at Trinity. And snowcovered peab aren't always the Way to go
- it's getting close to tank-top season.
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Jazz Celebration of W*O*M*A*N Ensemble Amarcord
MATTHEW BARISON

artist handily proved her talent.
The next number, "Certainly,"
had an extremely smooth, cool,
This past Saturday, a free jazz - and controlled feel, with feminist
concert took place in the lyrics to boot. The final highlight
Washington Room. Officially of the first act was "Be Sweet."
titled, 'The Many Colors Of A As an added touch to this number,
W*O*M*A*N," this concert was when the lead singer sang, "Be
a part of the ongoing program- Strong," the entire ensemble of
ming centered around Woman's musicians stood.
History Month. Sponsored by a
After an enjoyable intermisslew of Trinity offices and depart- sion complete with fondue, torments, this concert brought in tilla chips, and brie, the concert
musicians from Hartford and the took a decidedly downward turn.
surrounding metro area.
My hopes for the second half
Although the ideals of this started off high after a rendition
concert, most importantly the of Maya Angelou's "Pickin Em
affirmation of black women, were Up and Laying Em Down," a
noble, poor execution severely very funny poem deservedly
mocking of men. However, the
hampered the night's festivities.
The evening began with an two pieces following, "Besame
animated performance of the Mucho" and "Itapua," were
story of creation. A dramatic sto- extremely slow. Given that the
rytelling of the first seven days audience had just eaten, and the
had the audience enraptured. house lights were off, I seriously
Interestingly, God was referred to question the rationale behind the
as "she," which, given the context placement of these numbers. It
of the performance, is not unbe- was at this point that the audience
lievable, but was nonetheless began to leave in small groups.
startling. Alanis is not the only
Here I would like to point out
one it appears...
a few of the weaknesses of this
After this exciting and engag- concert. There were a lot of
ing piece, Libby Richman, an alto musicians, perhaps too many. It
saxophone player, led the first was clear that these musicians
musical number of the evening. had not rehearsed together, or at
The sounds of the saxophone, a least not extensively. Between
beautifully smooth instrument pieces, there was a general confuwhen played properly, filled the sion as to what was coming next,
Washington room, and the entire and some awkward and wholly
audience was tapping their feet unnecessary pauses.
and moving to the beat.
Furthermore, the lighting and
The following two numbers, sound management was poorly
"Make Some Kind of Magic," executed. Leaving us either in
and 'Twisted," were also enjoy- total dark, or harsh light, the
able because they featured some ambiance was not conducive to a
wonderful solos. These solos "jazzy" mood. The sound was
ranged from the flute to the saxo- also disappointing; the entire
phone to the clarinet, and each string section was practically
ARTS WRITER

inaudible throughout the entire
evening.
Having disposed of this concert's shortcomings, I would like
to touch upon some of its
strengths. Many of the solo performances were really top notch,
and it was readily apparent that
there were some very talented,
and up incoming musicians within the group.
Furthermore, the decidedly
African ethnic overtones were
very pleasing, both visually and
through the spoken word. Some
of the most enjoyed pieces were
the ones that combined poetry
with rmisic, as charismatic storytellers spoke the text through the
music.
What struck me the most,
perhaps, was the audience.
Composed mostly of black families and couples, the bulk of the
audience was not composed of
Trinity students and/or faculty.
This was a bit disappointing from
my perspective as a student.
Although the concert was not
excellent, the lackluster turnout
from Trinity students was very
telling as to where most students'
priorities lie.
Although flawed, this concert
was a wonderful learning experience, and worthy of at least an
hour of Saturday night prime
time. The whole production
would have been served better if
there had been fewer musicians,
clear delineations between the
numbers, and a more organized
technical program.
Weighing the various shortcomings of this program against
its noble aspirations, 'The Many
Colors Of A W*0*M*A* N" was
a worthy event.

THE ROYAL TENENBAUMS Mar 6 - 9
(2001) Director: Wes Anderson. Screenplay by Anderson and Owen Wilson. Cast: Gene
Hackman, Gwyneth Paltrow, Anjelica Huston, Ben Stiller, Danny Glover, Bill Murray. Narrated
by Alec Baldwin.
The Royal Tenenbaums exists in the make-believe New York City found in a slightly eccentric
children's story, one that mixes Eloise and Edward Gorey. It begins in a brownstone where
three child prodigies live with their parents (Anjelica Huston and Gene Hackman). Cut to the
future, when the reprobate Dad realizes the only way he can win the affection of his nowmediocre children and his estranged wife is by faking a fatal illness. The family's sublime loopiness comes straight from the mind of director Wes Andreson, whose first film was the wonderful cult classic, Rushmore. 103 min. http://bventertainment.go.com/movies/royal/
DONNIE DARKO
Mar 8-9
(2001) Written and directed by James Kelly. Cast: Jake Gyllenhaal, Jena Malone, Drew
Barrymore, Katharine Ross, Patrick Swayze.
The most unusual movie seen at the Sundance Festival is a simmering brew of suburbia, scifi, and black comedy. It opens in 1988 (already scary...) with the trials of a shy high school kid
who is followed around by a large talking rabbit - one who warns him that the world is ending
on Halloween. That gives Donnie Darko (Jake Gyllenhaal) exactly one month to figure out if
he is going mad, or the Apocalypse is imminent. 122 min. www.donniedarko.com/
THE SIXTH ANNUAL HARTFORD JEWISH FILM FESTIVAL
Mar 10 - 13
IS JERUSALEM BURNING? (Israel, 1998) Director: Matthew Palm. This film examines the
highly controversial and little-known story of the battle of Latrun, fought during Israel's War of
Independence. 60min. TREMBLING BEFORE G-D (US/lsrael/UK, 2000) Director: Sandi
Simcha DuBowski. The Hartford Premiere of an Award-winning documentary on the lives of
gay and lesbian Hasidic and Orthodox Jews. TIME OF FAVOR (Israel, 2000) Director: Joseph
Cedar. Cast: Edan Alterman, Assi Dayan, Aki Avni. Winner of six Israeli Academy Awards is a
gripping thriller about a brilliant young settler who is influenced by his Orthodox rabbi to try to
blow up the mosque on the Temple Mount. 98 min. GRIPSHOLM (Switzerland/Germany,
2000) Director: Xavier Koller. An elegant period piece set in 1930's Europe, about a journalist
who spends an idyllic summer in Switzerland, while the German Reich reaches out to destroy
his happiness. Based on the semi-autobiographical novel by poet Kurt Tucholsky. 102 min.
THE WALNUT TREE (Canada, 2000) Director: Elida Schogt. A short film examines Holocaust
memory, family, and photography. 11 min. SOBIBOR, OCTOBER 14,1943 (France, 2001)
Director: Claude Lantzmann. The director of Shoah has made an inspiring new documentary
on the only known successul uprising at a Nazi concentration camp. 95 min.THE SECRET
(Israel/Poland, 2001) The story of the over 20,000 Polish Catholic citizens who suddenly discover that their parents are actually Jewish. 52 min. LOUBA'S GHOSTS (France, 2001)
Director: Martine Dougowson. A fascinating and complex drama of a young Jewish girl taken
in by a French family after World War II, and how the betrayal of the French Jews continues to
haunt her. For Festival Information, call Lynne Gordon (860) 231-6304 For Ticket information,
call Sue Chestler at (860) 231 -6325
For showtimes call (860) 297-CINE or log onto www.cinestudio.org.
Credits courtesy of Christine McCarthy McMorris

German group Ensemble Amarcord
brought harmony to the Trinity's Chapel last Tuesday.
AMY BUCHNER
SENIOR EDITOR
Ensemble Amarcord's members charmed their Trinity audience last Tuesday at the chapel,
with their beautiful voices, seamless harmony, broad range of
repertoire, and endearing musical
commentary.The much acclaimed
group is made up of Wolfram
Lattice (tenor), Dietrich Barth
(tenor), Frank Ozimek (baritone),
Daniel Knauft (bass), and Holger
Krause (bass), all former members of St. Thomas's Boys Choir
in Leipzig, Germany.
Tuesday's program, a part of
the chapel's Twilight Tuesdays
concerts, consisted of a diverse
range of music: Gregorian chant,
secular music from the Romantic
period, and even contemporary
pieces. The program began with
a series of early chants from such
musicians as Pierre de la Rue and
Josquin des Prey, as well as
• Francis PouJene's more modern
lake on this medieval style.
While all of the pieces were
executed with expert skill, precision, and feeling, it was the complexity and originality of the
Poulenc pieces that best displayed the group's well-attuned
ears, absolute precision, and ability to weave their individually
beautiful voices into one intricate
and gorgeous vocal tapestry. The
grandeur of the sounds created by
this group was doubly enhanced
by the amazing acoustics of
Trinity's chapel; the combination
of the space and the talent created
a sound not to be missed.
The next portion of the program was made up of secular
pieces by a variety of European
composers. Each of these carefully chosen and interesting

pieces had an accompanying
story, charmingly relayed by one
of the quintet members. One of
the most exciting pieces from this
grouping was a vocal arrangement entitled "Air," from Johann
Sebastian Bach's orchestral suite
No. 3 in D major. This piece was
performed almost as a tribute to
the group's former church choir
in Leipzig, where Bach had once
been the organist. The young
men performed this particular
piece with a sense of flow and
movement and emotion unparalleled in the rest of their program;
Herr. Bach would have been
proud.
The next three songs proved
an excellent showcase, not just
for the men's superior singing,
but also for their unique and
engaging personalities. The three
songs were each love songs written in the sixteenth century for the
ever-popular purpose of wooing
women. Each song was preceded
by a humorous • explanation or
dedication; and as each song originated from a different European
locale, we were treated to our
German friends' highly amusing
commentary on the wooing practices of the respective nationalities. It was difficult to tell what
was more entertaining, the
charming songs or the group's
opinions on the rudeness of
Spanish men and the questionable
attractiveness of English women.
At the conclusion of this trio
of songs, the group launched into
its contemporary repertoire,
which consisted of songs by such
notable groups as the Beatles and
the Beach Boys. The first song or
two were a bit strange to the ear,
not due to any technical or vocal
problems, but more that it took
see AMARCORD page 16

PREVIEW OF THE WEEK

The Royal Tenenbaums en masse.

WDBCOM

This week, The Royal Tenenbaums hits the Cinestudio theater. This hysterical comedy comes complete with dry humor
and an all-star cast. Directed by Wes Anderson and starring,
Angelica Houston, Gene Hackman, Gwyneth Paltrow, Ben
Stiller, Danny Glover, Bill Murray, Owen Wilson and Luke
Wilson, the film tells the story of an eccentric New York City
family and its father's attempt to get back in everyone's good
graces after years of neglect. Showtimes: March 6, 7, 8 at
7:30 and March 9 at 2:30 and 7:30.
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"Two Thin" Uses Humor to Shed Light on Eating Disorders
KATE HUTCHINSON
ARTS EDITOR
What runs through your head when you
hear the words eating disorder? Chances
are, you think "mental illness," or "skinny." Most likely you are not thinking of
laughing.
But the comedienne duo "Two Thin"
presents the subject of eating disorders in a
sketch comedy format designed to make

trying to rid herself of her shame.
Eventually, she went into therapy and
learned to balance her life. She ended on a
poignant note: "You cannot shame your
way out of shame. You have to accept yourself for what you are."
Marcy's story began with her recounting seeing herself in a mirror at a young
age, wearing a diaper, and thinking "my
butt is huge!" By the age of five, her family had moved to LA and there, she said,

/*

"You cannot shame your way out of shame. You
have to accept yourself for what you are." -Penelope
Lombard
you laugh. Presenting a humorous look at
a serious issue, Marcy Etlinger and
Penelope Lombard performed in the
Rittenberg Lounge fast Wednesday, sponsored by the on-campus group RJBS
(Redefining Ideal Beauty Standards). They
began with a series of one-liners, which, in
any other context would have been considered in bad taste, such as "you know
you're an anorexic when you go out with
your friends to watch them eat." To be
honest, I felt uncomfortable at first, and
from the quiet, nervous laughter in the
room, I could tell 1 wasn't the only one
wary of laughing at eating disorders.
Once the room warmed up, each
comedienne began to tell her personal story
of how she had developed and dealt with
her eating disorder, but in the style of a
stand-up comic routine. Penelope began
with a description of her first bad encounter
with eating. At a holiday fair, she saw a
cookie-decorating table, and began to put
mountains of frosting on her cookie. But
once she realized how many people were
staring at her, she couldn't eat the cookie,
and she felt ashamed of what she had done.
She said she never wanted anyone to see
her like that again. This led her to develop
a binge and purge routine. On a week long
camping (rip she decided to starve herself,

there was a driving need to be thin. At the
age of thirteen, after trying lots of different
diets, she talked with a friend one day, who
told her of a diet where she could eat anything she wanted, as Jong as she threw it up .
later. "1 thought this was a brilliant idea!"
Marcy said, but it only led to emotional
problems. She began to shoplift, and was
caught, and shortly after, she went into
therapy, which helped to put her on the path
to recovery. Once their stories were told, I
began to feel more comfortable with the
idea of humor and eating disorders. I wasn't laughing very hard at the jokes, but I
was overcoming my reservations.
The easiest to laugh at portion of the
show was the segment entitled "Cooking
with Two Thin," in which Marcy intended
to cook a tarte au pomme avec creme
fraiche. When she revealed that she was
going to use heavy cream, Penelope
protested, saying "Can't we use low fat
milk instead?" So it was decided they
would just make a pomme meringue, but
when Marcy went to add sugar, Penelope
asked her to stop because "sugar makes me
squirrely." By this point, they were making
an apple tart, until Marcy started to use
three sticks of butter to make the crust, and
so finally, they decided just to make an
apple.

Penelope Lombard and Marcy Etlinger are "Two Thin," KATC HUTCHINSON
a sketch comedy duo focusing on eating disorders.
After the show, I got a chance to talk
with Marcy and Penelope. I asked them
how they felt about making light of such a
serious subject. Marcy replied that "It's
easy to laugh at it personally,"
and that by presenting eating disorders in a
humorous way, "it brings people's attention
to the subject in a good way," and she
knows that they see the message more tlian

the humor. Penelope added that she wanted to make it less PC because that's what
reaches people.
Their work raises awareness and their
humor is not mean-spirited. They travel to
colleges nation-wide to stimulate thought
and discussion, bringing eating disorders
into the spotlight. I think that they certainly accomplished their mission.

Amarcord Wows Audience
continued from page 15
some time to get used to the idea that this
amazingly talented group had moved from
staid and sober Gregorian chants to "Good
Vibrations."
Equally fun and bordering on hysterical, was the group's version of Randy
Newman's "Short People," a piece performed in homage to one of the group's
tenors, who had the misfortune of being
born slightly smaller than the rest of his
choir buddies.
This piece showed off the group's
endearing sense of humor and play to the

fullest and even included some choreography. The final number, Amarcord's rousing
rendition of Percy Mayfield's "Hit the
Road Jack," concluded an hour of fine
musicianship and a most enjoyable program.
The group was given a standing ovation and much well deserved applause for
their talented display of musical versatility,
precision, and style.
If Ensemble
Amarcord ever returns to Trinity, many of
us, especially the ladies, will be back in the
chapel welcoming our German friends with
open arms.

Calendar of Upcoming Career Services Events for Spring 2002
EVENT

DATE

TIME

LOCATION

Careers in Human Resources Roundtable Lunch

Th3/7

12:00-1:30 PM

Teleconference Room

Graduate School and Fellowship Opportunities Luncheon

Th 3/7

12:30 PM

CSO

How to Apply to Law School

W3/13

7:00-8:30PM

CSO

Careers in Consulting Pizza Dinner

M3/25

5:30-6:30 PM

CSO

Business School Panel

M3/25

7:00-8:00 PM

CSO

The Hartford Consortium Career Fair

T 3.26

10:00 AM-3:00 PM

UHA Sports Center

How to Apply to Grad School

W 3/27

6:00-7:30 PM

CSO

Health & Human Services Career Fair

T4/2

2:00-5:00 PM

Terrace & Washington Rooms

Jobs on the Hill Roundtable Lunch

W4/3

12:00-1:30 PM

Teleconference Room

Jobs on the Hill Pizza Dinner

W4/3

6:00-7:30 PM

CSO

Engineering Student/Alumni Networking Dinner

Su4/7

5:30-7:00 PM

CSO

1

Senior Salute (Fill out your survey on T.R. beforehand to avoid waiting in line)

W4/10

"

3:00-7:00 PM

,

Vernon Social Center

Alumni of Color Networking Reception

M4/15 '

5:30-7:00 PM

President's House

Museum Careers Roundtable Lunch

F4/19

12:00-1:30 PM

Teleconference Room

Trinity ChapterAmerican Medical Student Association (AMSA) Luncheon

Su4/21

5:30-7:00PM

Hamlin

WATCH FOR DETAILS:
• Teaching Careers
• International Careers Video conference
• How to Survive this Job Market
• Health Professions Alumni Panel
• Publishing Careers

f^anriounceniehtsliCair
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Trinity's Working Tackles Social Issues With A Song
JOSEPH STRAMONDO
ARTS WRITER
What do you get when you add one
part heartfelt acting with one part creative
set design, one part well-rehearsed musical
score and three or four parts social commentary? You get the tasty, if bittersweet,
cocktail that I enjoyed last Friday night,
Working. The student director of the show,
Amanda Holder) '02, described it as a stage
adaptation of a controversial book that
presents the real life stories of people who
share a type of work ethic. Holden believes
that the play's greatest strength was that it
remains faithful to the individual's actual
words, while capturing each character's
unique style with the musical element.
It can't be denied that this particular
performance's greatest strength was it's
wonderful acting. Given the large number
of characters and the short amount of time
in which each could be developed, it was
essential for the cast to act well, rather than
just recite lines. This cast most have been
selected with a fine tooth comb and then
trained near to perfection. The many scenes
segued smoothly, putting the audience on
an emotional roller coaster, individual performers hitting every line and note with the

appropriate amount and type of emphasis
for the scene. Alex Gould '04 in particular
delivered one of the best performances of
the show, touching human emotion at its
deepest level in his scene "Fathers and
Sons."
1 for one was close to tears thinking
about the sacrifices made by my parents
and grandparents for me, and getting a
Sicilian male to cry is not an easy task,
excluding Robert DeNiro's character in
Analyze This. Shannon Fillion '05 was also
very good at finding the right amount of
emotion to inject into her song, "Just A
Housewife," which could have easily been
overacted. The very charismatic Sasha
Bratt '03, was able to almost convince me
that he was a seventy year old man who
. tried to deny he was living in his much
happier past. He was able to change his
mannerisms so well that if his makeup and
hair color were a bit more professional, I
might not have even realized it was him.
Cynthia Convey '04 was filled with a wonderfully reckless energy, as was fitting for
the theme she was meant to convey, whichwill be discussed further. Scott Troost '05
delivered a performance that surprised this
critic. Knowing the young man as a friend-

The dynamic cast of Working waiting for the whistle
to blow.
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Harper Collins Publishing of New York
has positions available for new grads in their
rotational program, design, editorial, marketing,
production, publicity and subsidiary rights
departments.
They also have a
summer internship
program for juniors!
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INFO
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jsd^v, March 12th

Don't miss this if
you're interested
in working in
publishing in NYC!
Logohtp^Trinity Recruiting at hW^
I !Doi"-ji firld for Harper Collins then po
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ly acquaintance, 1 was completely unaware
Monotony is one challenge propoundthat he, or anyone else his age, could make
ed by working a blue-collar job that is a
a role that was so opposite his personality
recurring theme in Working. Although
look so natural. His relatively small, and
some jobs are more monotonous than othoften vulgar, part as the fireman who used
ers, it seems like they all have a certain
to be a policeman stuck in my memory
degree of it and each character represents a
because the acting didn't seem like acting.
way in which it can be combated.
It almost scared me.
"Lovin Al" the parking attendant porAlmost as impressive as the acting was
trayed by Williams and Delores the waitthe imaginative set. Coming from a high
ress played by Convey, respond with a
school theater program that was very much
sense of denial toward the tedium of their
into elaborate set changes, 1 was struck
life, proclaiming themselves experts of
with the simplicity and versatility of
their trade. Williams' character revels in his
Working's, set. Consisting of not much
more than a gigantic set of scaffolding, the job, his grin staying in your mind long after
set was transformed by both actors and a his cheerful song, filled with sexual innuendo. Convey, playing the proud waitress
very unobtrusive stage crew into a parking
who makes it her business to practice her
garage, an office, a classroom, a factory, a
restaurant, and a bar at various points in the "art" without regard to how much she is
show. Of course, much of this was do to the tipped, is filled with animation as she spins
around the stage telling of the joy in giving
persuasiveness of the cast who seem to
service. A sense of futility permeates this
believe that were in all of these places.
scene as the customers respond with even
What would a musical be without the
harsher demands.
music? The score was usually fairly simMaggie Croteau '02 as a downtrodden
ple, but had quite a bit of variety. Almost as
factory worker, Grace, recognizes the
beautiful as the acting, the vocals were
often executed with precision and art. predicaments of her situation. This characSome particular solos that were exception- ter deals with it by escaping into herself,
saying that women last better than men in
ally good were Matthew William's '04
"Millwork" because they are good at doing
crooning and the melancholy, but sweet
and clear voice of Fillion. In addition, Ben many things at once and can daydream
while going through their mundane routine.
Fordham's '04 laugh out loud, rhapsodic
Falling somewhere between Delores'
rendition of "Brother Trucker" shined
with personality and took advantage of an denial and Grace's millworking despair is
Conrad Swibel the UPS deliveryman.
all too convenient vulgar rhyme. "The
Comic relief provided by Kevin Keating
Mason" performed by Brendan Padgett
'05, lightens the mood of a fairly dark first
'04 was delivered well, exhibiting his
act that includes Grace's "Millwork" and a
impressive vocal range, even if the song
song about the dilemmas of a housewife's
itself was a bit hokey.
When it came to the full cast songs, the dreary condition. Conrad the deliveryman
recognizes the humdrum of his job, but
score was not that of a traditional
chooses to find bits of joy in his day by
Broadway musical, lacking the powerful,
skirmishing with the neighborhood dogs
almost operatic climaxes. However the cast
and startling topless, sunbathing houseworked very well with what they were
wives in the hope of catching a quick
given. The ensemble numbers were very
glimpse.
well done, the voices of the large cast
Most importantly, this drama tries to
blending nicely into subtle harmonies. In
many ways, th&s'e swigs l&rit'th&msetvtx-"give thcaudience an* appreciation tar why
these and other characters would go to such
nicely to a college show, shying away from
great lengths to deal with a job they do not
the almost garishness of typical, popular
enjoy. Why deal with monotony and the
Broadway spectacle.
disrespect of others? For some, it's a matter
It seems that most of this was secondof survival. However the real crux of the
ary to the social message conveyed.
play's social commentary deals with posEntirely lacking a plot that is developed
over the course of the play, Working con- terity as a motivation. Kate Rushton,
played by the very talented Fillion, was a
sists of twelve scenes, each dealing with
the working world stories of one or two housewife who dealt with mundane physical labor and the scorn of those who were
characters, that transition smoothly into
critical of her choice. Kate the housewife,
each other. These scenes are bound togeth"Just a Housewife," had a sense of deep
er by ensemble musical numbers meant to
sadness about her being nothing more than
show the common thread that runs through
each story and drive home the thesis of the just somebody's mother or just somebody's
wife. However, this song shoves the quesshow. Holden states the question posed by
tion of why she would choose to live her
the drama as, "What do all of their work
life like this directly into our faces without
ethics have in common? In other words,
ever answering it, Perhaps, the question is
what are the shared challenges in everyanswered by another female later in the
one's job, how does each character respond
to those challenges, and what are the
see WORKING on page 18
underlying reasons behind these respons-

Scofield Brings FunktoTrin
on a musical journey through the worlds of
jazz, funk, electronica, and rock music. His
signature reverb and chorus drenched guiLast Monday, a packed crowd at the
tar sound rang strong throughout the two
party barn was shaken to its knees. The
hour performance.
fifth installment of Trinity's "Inside the
Playing mostly music off his new
Music" series brought legendary jazz guialbum "Uberjam" (available on Verve
tarist and groove master JohnScofield to a records) Scofield wowed the crowd with
packed crowd at the party barn. The "Inside
such songs as "Jungle Fiction", one of a
the Music" series provides students and the few songs in which he stepped aside and let
public the opportunity to pick the brains of
his rhythm section take over. These excurinternationally renowned musicians, such
sions let rhythm guitarist Bortnick put
as Scofield, during a question and answer down his guitar and lay down samples of
workshop in the afternoon followed by an electronic drumbeats and textures. Deitch
evening performance. Previous artists havand Murphy were right on with Bortnick's
ing participated in the series include Derek
samples adding drums and bass and laying
Trucks, Gov't Mule, and most recently
down jaw dropping jungle grooves. On
Soulive.
these excursions Sco would wait until his
rhythm section had built the crowd into a
At first look, those unfamiliar with
dancing frenzy before coming in with some
Scofield would have gawked at the idea of
serious balls to the wall, hit you right in
the balding 50 year old white man laying
your ear, screaming guitar lines sending the
down the funk with reckless abandon. But
already frenzied crowd into moments of
"Sco", who has recorded with the likes of
pure musical bliss and ecstatic dancing.
Miles Davis and Herbie Hancock, is a seasoned veteran of the groove scene and
The "Inside the Music" series'is the1
knows how to get the movers moving. The
brainchild of Italian Professor John Alcom.
party barn gig was certainly no exception.
Anyone wishing lo ensure this type of qualBacked by Adam Deitch (drums), Jesse
ity music continuing on this campus should
Murphy (bass) and Avi Bortnick (rhythm
contact Professor Alcom. Otherwise keep
guitar, samples), Sco took all in attendance
your eyes andears open for the next show,

JEFF PALMER
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Whatever Happened to Rodgers and Hammerstein?
Updated and Disney fied Version of Cinderella at the Bushnell Turns Into A Pumpkin Long Before Midnight
not belong there. Disney's Cinderella had
mouse friends who helped her make a dress
to wear to the ball, Rodgers and
Hammerstein's did not, and yet there on the
Growing up, my favorite version of
Bushnell stage were seven puppeteers and
Cinderella was the one featuring Lesley
dancing mice who encouraged our heroine
Ann Warren singing the music of Rodgers
to fix up an old dress and strike out for the
and Hammerstein. So naturally, when I
ball on her own.
found that the stage production of
Predictably enough, this plot is foiled
Cinderella was coming to [he Bushnell, I
when the stepsisters leave for the ball, and
quickly made plans to see it. However, I
tear Cinderella's dress on the way.
perhaps needn't have bothered, as I was
disappointed with the production. The Cinderella runs outside crying, where she
is abruptly greeted by her fairy godmother^
original slory line given to the show by
played by Eartha Kitt, who was showing
Hammerstein, who wrote the book and
off far more of her legs than I wanted to
lyrics, presented Cinderella as a kind-heartsee. Instead of helping Cinderella, the Fairy
ed girl who unfortunately lost her father
and lived with her stepmother, who pre- Godmother harangued her by telling her
that her dreams were impossible and that if
ferred her natural daughters to Cinderella.
she wanted anything done, she needed to
Cinderella's stepsisters are predictably
do it herself.
selfish and churlish.
Only when she had Cinderella ready to
When the kingdom's prince returns
go back inside and fix her dress and walk to
from his travels abroad, it is decreed that a
ball will be given for him to meet all the the ball, "ready to take responsibility for
her own actions," did the Fairy Godmother
eligible young ladies in his kingdom and
do her magic and whip up a dress and carfrom them chose a bride. Cinderella meets
riage for Cinderella.
the prince before the ball, however, and her
kind nature marks her apart from the rest of
This was an updated version of the
"the girls in the kingdom. When the night of
fairy godmother I could have done without.
the ball arrives, Cinderella watches her
But I think it was even worse when the
wicked stepsisters glide off the ball and
fairy godmother warned her to leave before
wishes she could go too. Shortly after the
midnight and Cinderella's reply was, "But
stepsisters disappear, the fairy godmother
all the other girls can stay as long as they
arrives, grants Cinderella's wish and the want!" I thought she was supposed to be
rest is history.
the receiver of good things because she was
kind and good-natured, not whiny.
I am well aware that the Cinderella
story is open to reinterpretation, but the
Before Cinderella arrived at the ball,
Bushnell version was so far from what I
the Prince made it quite clear he didn't
had so long held dear that it left me disapwant to dance with any of the "eligible
pointed. The production opened with a
young maidens" who were there and blew
scene in the town market I didn't recall in them all off. Even the wily stepmother
which Cinderella sings a song that is a
could not make a dent in his modus operancompletely new addition to the original
di (dance two steps and switch partners).
Richard Rodgers score.
But all this changes as our heroine enters
In the marketplace, she meets the the ballroom. He immediately sweeps her
prince who dressed not as a prince at all, up into a dance and whisks her out into a
garden. Then, in contrast to just about
but as a commoner and they have a friendevery version of the story I know, instead
ly exchange in which he tells her that every
of professing his amazing, instantaneous
girl, "should be treated with respect."
love for her, he needs to "get to know her,"
Following this, we learn that the prince is
and they discover they both feel like slaves,
prone to wandering around as a commoner
trapped inside their lives. After a painfully
because he feels stifled by his life as a
scripted conversation, they sing "Do I Love
royal.
You Because You're Beautiful," my
This is real departure from the original
favorite song in the show, and it was utterprince who understood his position and
ly ruined by the addition of a backbeat and
lived up to it. After the prince is safely
] shuttled off by the royal steward, the show a pop tempo.
jumps back to Cinderella at home where
Fortunately, the rest of the show was
we see her relationship with her stepmothpretty much in line with the original proer, and her stepsisters, who are entirely too
duction, and it all ended as it was supposed
, stupid to be wicked. Once Cinderella is left
to, although I could have done without the
; to her own devices at home, it became clear addition of another new song at the wedthat the stage adapter, Tom Briggs had
ding of Cinderella and the Prince.
diverged from the original story and insertBut I can't say this show was corned a touch of the Disney Cinderella that did pletely worthless, Everett Quinton as the
KATE HUTCHINSON
ARTS EDITOR

stepmother turned in a good performance,
making his character both silly and mean, a
difficult combination to work with. The
stepsisters, while not evil, were at least
funny, and played off each other well. And
while I may not have liked the garish costuming, the sets were simple and beautiful,
with spectacular lighting. And of course, I
can't omit Cinderella's changing from rags
to ball gown and back again, which was
done so seamlessly that I still can't figure
out how it was done.
I think my greatest disappointment in
the show was the fact that the Prince was
fundamentally changed from a strong,
responsible Prince into a sensitive, sometimes whining boy who doesn't realize how
good he has it; and Cinderella, instead of a
kind girl who believes in dreams becomes
a self-centered, pushy young woman that is
not so easy to feel sorry for. I feel that the

story was re-written to cater to modern sentiments, and that it lost its original charm
and simplicity.
The same could be said for the score;
with the addition of two songs and popstyle arrangements for the rest of the
music, the clear, simple melodies were
almost distorted. Even the way in which
they were sung was different, less clean
and more interpretive, which disrupt the
straightforward nature of the original production.
I'd recommend this show for anyone
who hasn't seen the 1967 production, or
heard the 1958 soundtrack, with Julie
Andrews in the title role (the show was
actually written for Andrews). But I'd still
recommend the 1967 Cinderella over this
modern version at the Bushnell. I don't
think you can change a classic so fundamentally and still retain the original magic.

Cinderella at the Bushnell features Jessica Rush as

CAROL ROSEGG

Cinderella and Paolo Montalban as The Prince.
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Working Makes the Grade
continued from page 17
show who has made similar sacrifices.
Maggie Holmes, played aptly by Shayla
Titley '02, was. a cleaning lady who works
multiple jobs, many hours a week with little rest, so that,her own daughter can benefit from her labor and rise above a life of
menial tasks that has been the tradition of
:
herfamily. ' '"•' J
The play is concluded by the very sincere sounding-performance of Gould play! ing Mike Diltard,,'a. construction worker
'who makes it obvious to the audience that
his hopes and dreams are centered around
his son's success in lH'e. Mike hopes that
his son can someday, call him a "dummy,"
'because it would mean that his son had
made something of himself.
This message of sacrifice for posterity
is further magnified by the character of
Charlie Blossom. Charlie the unemployed
stoner shows how many young people are
so foolish as to squander the sacrifices
made by their parents. Holden tweaked the
segue between Charlie's scene, where he
relates the story of his intentional fall from
grace while taking hits from a bong, and
Mike's heart-wrenching song of humility
so that it appeared that Charlie was in fact
the son that Mike had all of these hopes for.
Holden said that while she "wanted to
make them father and son to give more
meaning to the show, [and] wanted to show
a Trinity student who has never worked

construction that we all have similarities in
the jobs we do," she did not do this in
order to turn the play into a tragedy. She
says we need to look'at the big picture.
What ties all of these people together? Not
just the father to the son, but what do all of
their work ethics have in common? Holden
also denies the play is a tragedy, "because
it is so hard to say exactly what a tragedy is
anymore.".
However, even without Holden implying a relationship between Mike and
Charlie that was not originally scripted,
could the authors have met the ultimate
message to be anything other than tragic?
Admittedly, Charlie's scene was side splitting comic relief acted wonderfully by
Noah Harrell '03, but it can not be a coincidence that it falls directly between
"Cleaning Women" and "Father's and
Sons," two of the most powerful scenes
about self-sacrifice in the piece, both at the
end of the play.
Above all else, this social commentary
is a warning to the younger generation, a
warning to act humbly and not to scorn the
love that has been bestowed upon them by
their elders, a warning that should be headed seriously by every student at Trinity,
regardless of their family's current wealth
or social status.
In the end, Working had a lot to say and
Trinity's musical theater program said it
splendidly.
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Many volunteers describe their time in
the Peace Corps as the most rewarding
they
have ever experienced.
Peace Corps volunteers are assigned
throughout every major region in the
world

- Find out

more...

information session
When: Wednesday, March 6,
2002* 730pm-830pm
Where: Career Services Office
teleconference room
Log onto Trinity Recruiting at
http://trincoll.erecruiting.com.
Do a find for Peace Corps, post your resume online
and reserve your time slot for an interview NOW}'
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Lectures

launch

Jewish Studies Lecture

New England Contra Dance

The Jewish Studies Program presents: "Subservient
or Spitfire? Jewish Women in the Cairo Geniza: The
Case of a Female Bible Teacher from the 12th
Century" given by Adjunct Assistant Professor Sheri
Lowin, Stern College for Women of Yeshiva University
and Brooklyn College, CUNY.

Music by Jim Gregory with contras.com. No partner
needed, all dances taught, beginners welcome. General
Admission $7, Students $4.

Tuesday, March 5th - 7:30 PM - Rittenberg Lounge
Psychology Lecture
The Faculty Research Committee announces the seventh lecture in the 2001-2002 series: "Remembering
to Remember" by Sarah Raskin, Associate Professor
of Psychology.
' Wednesday, March 6, 2002 - 4:00 PM - The Faculty
Club. Refreshments will be served.
Ann-Plato Fellowship Candidate
Candidate for the Ann Plato Fellowship SanSan
Kwan will present "Choreo-Diplomacy: Uncertain
Nationhood and Cloud Gate Dance Theater of
Taiwan." Ms. Kwan is a. doctoral student in the
Department of Performance Studies at New York
University.
Wednesday, March 6, 2002 - 4:00 PM - Seabury Hall
#16.
Ice Age Art- Classics/Archaeology
The Classics Department and the Archaeological
Institute of America Hartford Society present: "Big
Ladders and Little Fingers: New Advances in Ice Age
Art." Given by Dr. Paul Bahn- \.
.
Monday, March 11, 2002 - 8:00 PM - Life Sciences
Auditorium.

Saturday, March 9, 8-11 PM. Workshop at 7:30 PM.
American Legion Post, 275 Main Street, Wethersfield,
CT. Call 223-6603.
Latin American and Iberian Film Series
Between Pancho Villa and a Naked Woman, based on
Sabina Berman's play Entre Villa y una mujer desnuda,
is the comedic history of a love replete,with passion,
aversion, machismo and infidelity. The film also provides a funny and thoughtful look at the nature of changing gender roles. Presentation will include a brief introduction and will be followed by a discussion.
Wednesday, March 13 - 7:30 PM - Life Science Center
Auditorium.

Join the language tables for very informal and casual
conversation (all levels are welcome) over lunch at the
following times in Hamlin Hall:
FRENCH: Mondays 12 Noon-IPM
Audrey Sartiaux, x2523
GERMAN: Mondays 12 Noon-IPM
•Michael Schmelzle, x2521
HEBREW: Thursdays 12:40-1:15PM
Levana Polate, x5197
ITALIAN: Thursdays 12:15-1:15PM
Paolo Villa, x4230
JAPANESE: Fridays 12 Noon-IPM
Rieko Wagoner, x2424
PORTUGUESE: Wednesdays 12-lpm
Carla Simplicio, x5198
RUSSIAN: Wednesdays 12 Noon-lpm
Mikhail Gronas, x5217

Miscell
scellaneous

SPANISH: Thursdays 12:15-1:15PM
Maribel Acosta-Lugo, x4275 and
Vilma Navarro-Daniels, x5256

Community Aerfice Opportunity

Weekly Torah Study Luncheon

Adopt-a-C,randparent at Trinity J-liLL Care Center! If you enjoy
playing cards or dominoes, reading to others, playing board
games or simply talking and keeping others company, you might
be the right person to be a part of this unique program! You
can "adopt" a (grandparent and be a part of that person's Life.

The Jewish Studies Weekly Torah Study Luncheon
fParshat ha-Shavua) will be taking place at the Hillel
House on Wednesdays, from 12:15-1:15PM. A free
kosher deli lunch will be served, courtesy of Jewish
Studies.
. . . - . - . ..i. •-.

Trinity tliLL Care Center and COLT are Working together to
re-establish the Adopt-a-^C/andparent program involving
Trinity student Volunteers and senior citizen residents of
Trinity J-liLL If you have a couple of hoursa Week to spare and
Would Lite to be a part of this program you can contact iiarah
Vrubel (x2720) or W\egan Carney {x.2&72) to sign up.

Afro-Atlantic Art and Dance

.9

Wednesday, March 6,9:30-11:30 PM

uman Eights in Capa Tov/n this summer!

present: "The Greatest Cultural Machinery on Earth:
The Organizing Principles of Afro-Atlantic Art &
Dance." Dr. Thompson, has published and presented
extensively in the area of African culture and music.
Wednesday March 6 - 7:30 PM - McCook Auditorium

xeri<
erlormances

The International Liuman Cights ^change is offering an
intensive undergraduate course in human rights in Cape Town
from June 2 4 through July 19- -Students can earn four credits following a course of study which combines the study of
theory and practice With the analysis of particular problems in
human rights. Teaching Will be conducted at the University of
the Western Cape and the University of Cape Town campuses. Student residences will be in Observatory, a Vibrant suburb near UCT ILJE.C has a roLLing admission process. If you
are interested, please stop by the Office of International
Programs or get in touch With Ivjaureen &rady at x 2 3 6 4 .

Teaching Positions Open

Art, Science and Spirit -- Goodwin Theater
The Xi'an Bo-Ai School in Xi'an China is looking for teachers

This annual spring dance concert features a powerful
new work created fotv dancers; athletes and students
from the Greater Hartford Arts Academy from David
Dorfman. The Judy Dworin Performance Ensemble
performs a sneak preview of The Glorious Knot — with
internationally-renowned Tibetan singer Dadon - that
addresses the search for Tara, the goddess of compassion. As always, new student and faculty work will also
be featured on the program. Presented in conjunction
with the Scientific Freedom and Responsibility CoCurricular Initiative.

for their 2002

6ummer ELngLish Program. Teachers WouLd

tion. The school WouLd provide free lodging and food. whiLe
transportation costs are up to the teacher. Please stop by tha
Office of International Programs in the CJ'oodwirr Lounge

%

Ewys and Qds Club

two Work study students wiLLing to Work 12 hours each Week

Thompson at the &oys and C,irLs Club: 7 2 7 - 4 1 5 4 .

J

CAVPTCHAPGL.

PM CWAPEL.

EUCHAftJST SEAWICE - MAIN

6:00 PM
TUESPAy 6.30 PM - 2JES! MEDrTATION 12 NOON - CENTEN S E R I E S CHAPEL.

ftrouncfthe WorCcC
for Cheap
Mexico/Caribbean or Central America
$300 round trip plus tax.
Europe $169 one way plus tax.
Other worldwide destinations cheap.
Book tickets online at
www.airtech.com or (212) 219-7000

#i

Si30 PM QJOMAN CA-ruouc MASS

•:•

Contact Campusfundraiser.com at
(888) 923-3238, or visit

in the gym. If you are interested and fre<s to work or voLunteer
from 4 - 6 P M during the week then pLease contact Rohan

CAOSS - PftJENDSHIP OJAPGC

happenings

Fraternities -Sororities
Clubs - Student Groups

The &oys and CjlrLs Club at Trinity is Looking for students

12 NOON - ftjOMAN CATHOLIC

CHAPCL.

6jood fiKhfor Ice Cream
Wanted: Drivers Male and Female
Sell Good Humor Ice Cream from our Vendor's Trucks
$950-$ 1250/week
Apply NOW!
Bring a friend!
Call Mon-Fri, 9 AM-3 PM ONLY
1-800-899-1009

Earn $1,000- 2,000 with the easy
Campusfundraiser.com three hour fundraising event.
Does not involve credit Card applications.
Fundraising dates are filling quickly, so call today!

is April 1st.

7:00 PM - &OMAN CATHOLIC STATIONS OP TMC

5:00 P M CAAJLJ-ON LESSONS

CLASSIFIEDS

for more information and an application, The deadline to apply.

V

n

Thursday, March 7
Special Senior Night.

serve in three or two Week sessions. It i s ^ service/study posi-

who are interested in doing volunteer worlt in.their gym and

Friday-Saturday, March 8-9 at 8 PM. Austin Arts
Center, Goodwin Theater. Tickets on sale now: $8 general / $5 seniors and nonrTrinity students / FREE with
Trinity ID.

Trinity s Latin music band performs.

PPUEND&HIP

&AWaUET-MA(NCHAPCU

Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas & Florida! Best Parties,
Best Hotels, Best Prices! Space is limited!
Hurry up & Book Now!
1-800-234-7007
www.endlesssummertours.com

Free Delivery
233-8888

p
495 Fanmngtoh Afeniie

We deliver anywhere in WestHartford or Hartford
$7,00 minimum
for delivery

233-8888
Open 7 days a week - 11:00 a.m. to 2:00 a.m.
We deliver slices and cigarettes

Monday
Use your charge card
for any delivery.,,
($10.60 'minimum)

Small 12* (8 slices) Thin Crust • Medium 16* (8 slices) Thin Coisl • Large 20" (8 slices) Thin Crust * Sicilian (16 slices) Thick Crust
Small
Medium
Large
Sicilian
Cheese
$ 7.50..
$ 9.85
$13*00
$13.00
Pepperoni
Pepperoni
$ 9.00
$13.00
$17.00
$18.00
pp
V
$
1
0
0
0
$14.85
$14.
,
$17,50
$18.50
gg i
Veggie
Sgt.
Pepperoni Special
$11.50
$18.00
$22.00
$22.00
S P
Additional Toppings
$ .50
$ 1.00
,„
S 1.50
•„.,.,. $ 1.50
TOPPINGS: Pepperoni, Sausage, Meatball, Mushroom, Rappers, Onions, White. Extra Cheese. 8acon, Olives, Broccoli, Hamburger, Eggplant, Fresh Garlic. Tomatoes and Ham.

CALZONES

HEROES (Hot or Cold)
iwilh you r choice of lettuce,, tomato, onions, peppers, olives, rr»shrooms(
wayo, BBG sauce, hoi peppers, oil, vinegar, mustard, ketchup.
•

Philly Cheese Steak
..................;.;•.; $5.50
Philly Cheese Steak• w/Bacofi
..-..
$6.25
Phiily Cheese $teak w/Extra Steak.......
$7.45
Chicken Parmigiana....,,....l..,»,<.v...,...,......,,.......,^<,..,.,.,.,,.,. $5.15
Eggplant Parmigiana ..;:.:..;.......:..:..!:;;...:;.......:-;;..........;;.:. S5.15
Meatball Parmigima
» $5.15
Ham, Salami, Cheese
,
$5.40
Ham & Cheese
, „ . , „..„...
..,„ $5.15
Turkey & Cheese
.........„..,.»...„
S5.15
Tuna & Cheese
.„.,....„
$5.15
Veggie & Cheese .•....,„.„„,„.•..,•„„.... ,
,„„..........,.. $4.50
Pepperoni & Cheese...,.....,« ..,.,.,....,. .,„.,„.„
.,.,.$5.40
. Salami & Cheese
.....:....«„...:„„.,...
$4.90
Chicken Sandwich & Cheese...
$5.65
Grilled Turkey, Bacon & Cheese
$6.00
BIT & Cheese
...,.....,...*.
$4.25
Grilled Ham & Cheese.._...,....,.......
$4.90

DIMMERS
served w/garllc bread w/cheese
• Lasagna • Manicotti * Ravioli * Stuffed Shells •
$6.30 (with Meat - $1.00 extra)

All prices do not include tax.

.

Calzone...;.^.,.......,,.';;;.-:.:,...,..;;.....;,

i
i

$3.20

$2.65
$3.70
(8) for $2.50
(8) for $2.50
$1-85
$2.40
$-50

Any Large Pizza
Musi present coupon • Coupon cannot be combined.
Must mention coupon before ordering

DESSERTS
Triple Chocolate Cake•.,

...$3.25

SOBAS (one liter) $1.60.

g

"I
$1.00 OFF
Any Small Pizza
Must present coupon - Coupon cannot be combined.
Must mention coupon twfora ordering

MB^V « H W ^PUH(P W « M i(iiimjfli w w mw*f WPWI W H I M H H ^^^^S W

:•

Tossed Salad •...:,:
-.. $4.05
Antipasto Salad ; : •..:..•...; : ;.;.V:;.;.-...".;-.:.:;.;
$5.75
Tuna Salad
.....$5.76
Extra Dressing
1.50
DRESSINGS; Ranch, Blue Cheese. Italian, Fat Free Italian
;

Must mention coupon btiloru ordering

I
I

• -

SA1ADS

I Must present coupon • Coupon cannot bo combined.

s

$ .50

French Fries
Cheese Fries
...,....,.
Fried Dough
Breadsticks.
;..„...„...;;.„,„;
Garlic Bread
Garlic Bread w/cheese
•'•
Chips

i
er of FRIED DOUGH [JFREE Order of GARLIC BREAD j
i witbt A nyy P i z z a O r d e r 1 with Any Medium Pizza Order 8
I

$4.90

Onion Rings,.....,.I,.......-..'.....!...,....;

r

$2.50 OFF

..;•;:»......::.;»........•.

Buffalo Tenders
..,.,
,.,.....„„,...... ....„...„ (6)for $575
Buftelo Wings fm!W;1iorisr gDlcMe);..;;...;:::;.:;..:..;...:.:(t2)"for$6;00
Chicken Fingers
$6.00
Mozzarei!a;Stieks .,.,:...........:...........:
(7) for $4.75

i

I '' Musi present coupon - Coupon cannot be combined,
Musi manthw coupon before orating

..l;:..;...,'.'.;.........;

each additionalfilliri|S;::.,,:....::...;,.:

Cote, Die! Coke, Sprite, Iced Tea

r

yi

-.-.. ••• : :,-,..

Our w n handmade pizza dough sioffed with Rteotta, Wosar^fe ^net-Parmesan,
cheeses Mended wlh your cftoice 'of "filling and a side cup. of toanftara sauoe.

...(twoliter) $2.50
Coke/ Sprite, Grape, Orange

n

Any Medium Pizza

i
i
i

Must present coupon - Coupon cannot be combined
Must mention coupon before ortieritia

1

$2.00 OFF

"3 ^_

^

J Large
$7.00 J
g Cheese Pizza $
i

J
I

with
with purchase
mirdhasf* of
rvf any
«TIV
Large Pizza
Must present coupon -coupon cannot be combined.
Mu»l mention coupon before ordering

i

8
I
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Men's Hockey Beats
Bowdoin in Overtime

SHANC CARLY

The Intramural insider scours the campus each week
to find the true Trinity athletes, the warriors of intramural sports. This week the Intramural Insider ran into
Eamonn Brown '05 aka just some dumb freshman.

Intramural Insider: "Eamonn, the way Jon Kauffman '05
tells it he's quite the stud, but your love life, on the other
hand, is so sad you actually played intramural soccer to try
and get some nookie. Is this true???
Eamonn Brown '05: "Ok, let's get Jonny boy out of la la
land. I won't deny he's hookin' up all the time, but let me tell
you a little somethin' about the type of girls he gets with.
They're a lot like big macs. Hey, you can get one on any
corner, they're greasy, and they'll only cost ya a buck."

continued from page 24
crisp right from the get go.
The Panthers dominated play, peppering Faulkner during two early first period
power plays. In the face of the Middlcbury
pressure, Faulkner only seemed to raise his
level of play, keeping Middlebury scoreless
through the first period.
Trinity silenced the Middlebury crowd
when Ori found Natale for the freshman's
second goal of the weekend at 15:52 of the
first. Less than three minutes later the
freshmen duo connected again when Natale
put the Bantams up 2-0, stunning the home
crowd.
Middlebury opened the second period
on the power play and Panther' sophomore
Kevin Cooper cut the Trinity lead in half 18
seconds into the second period.
The two team's played relatively even
hockey for the next ten minutes, until
Trinity went on the power play at 10:09.
The Middlebury penalty kill took control
on the penalty creating numerous shorthanded chances, but the play of Faulkner
secured the Trinity lead.
With just over a minute left in the second period Cooper tied the game, scoring
his second goal for Middlebury.
After matching minors at the 19:00
minute mark the teams went in to the third
period all even at 2-2.
Middlebury controlled play early in the
third, when Steve LaBrie was whistled for
a questionable hooking penalty at 4:21 of
the third. The penalty appeared to be the
only break the Panthers would need, but
after killing the first 1:37 of the penalty,
Middlebury made a mental mistake and
was called for too many men on the ice.
The penalty shifted the momentum
back to the Bantams, but 42 seconds after
Trinity got the man advantage Cooper
streaked up the left side for the Panthers.

The sophomore skated past Bantam
defense beating Faulkner short side, as the
Middlebury faithful began to throw hats
onto the ice in celebration of Cooper's hat
trick.
This proved to be the game winner.
Trinity pressured the Middlebury net late
and pulled Faulkner, but as Trinity gained
an extra skater the Panthers kept the puck
trapped on the boards.
With less than three seconds left it
appeared Middlebury iced the puck with
time still remaining on the clock, but the
horn sounded and after a conference the
referee ruled time had expired. With the
loss Trinity finishes its season I7-8-I.
One thing that was showcased in the
loss it was play of Geoff Faulkner. The
Trinity goalie, who was named second
team All-NESCAC, far outplayed his
Middlebury
counterpart,
Christian
Carlsson, who had earned first team honors.
"Faulkner might be the best that's ever
played here," said Dunham. "We've been
blessed with a string of great goaltenders
and he's as good as any of them."
The seniors on this year's team, which
includes Faulkner, have made amazing
progress in improving and turning around
the Trinity hockey program.
Dunham commended his seniors saying, "They've really left their mark on the
program. They've played with poise,
they've approached the game with maturity and they've just kept working."
The seniors Ryan Beale, Matt Brown,
Mark Colwell, Geoff Faulkner, Brian
Fenwick, Matt Greason, Jeff Griffin,
Martins Lans, and Mike Sayre have dedicated themselves to taking Trinity's program to a level of national promise and this
past weekend was the culmination of all
their hard work.

2002 Department ofEjtglfgfi Prizes
SHORT STORIES
The Trinity Alumnus Prizes in Fiction: $250, $175 and $100 for short stories of any length. One submission per student.

POEMS
John Curtis Underwood Memorial Prizes in Poetry: $200, $125 and $75. Up to four pages of poetry from any student.

THE

3RICAN POETS PRIZE

A $100 award for one poem and possible publication in a nationally-distributed journal. One submission per student.

The Frank W. Whitlock Prizes in Drama: $200, $150, and $100 for one-act play scripts. One submission from each student.

ESSAYS
The Alumni Prize in English Composition: $250 and $150 for expository writing. Papers originally written for college courses will be accepted if
conscientiously revised and retyped.

DEADLINE FOR AIL SUBMISSIONS
•

(Except for Speech Contest)

Friday, March 29, 2002 at NOON. All submissions should be typed. Deliver manuscripts to Jane Decatur in the English Department.
DO NOT PUT YOUR NAME ON YOUR WORK. PLEASE INCLUDE A SEPARATE COVER SHEET WITH YOUR NAME AND BOX NUMBER
TO ENSURE ANONYMITY. Include a large, self-addressed envelope for return. Winners will be announced at the Honors Day ceremony,
Tuesday, April 30, 2002, at 3:30 PM in the College Chapel.

SPEECHES
The F.A. Brown Prize in Public Speaking: $450, $350, and $200.
Each speech will be an original persuasive speech of 5-8 minutes long on some contemporary issue
selected by the student speakers.
Students wishing to enter this contest must sign up with Margaret Grasso in the English Department (x2455)
by Friday March 29.
(Expected number of participants: 15-20)
AH contestants will deliver their speeches between 7:00-9:00 PM on Monday April 1, in Alumni Lounge, Mather Hall.
These contests are open to all undergraduate students (including IDP students) presently registered at Trinity College.
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without four-time All-NESCAC performer
Mark Tassie, but there are many solid
SPORTS WRITER underclassmen, which have both the desire
With the spring season underway, the and drive to fill any voids in the midfield.
Men's Lacrosse team is looking to improve
Seniors Jeff Bruno, Pete Rogers, Sean
on their play from last year and be a con- Rohan and Alex Wescott will lead the midsistent threat in the NESCAC. With the
field this spring. They are all dependable,
direction of new Head Coach Brian Silcott, powerful athletes who will be able to create
who replaced Mike Darr after 23 seasons,
a lot of opportunities for Trinity both offenthe Bantams hope to improve from last
sively and defensively.
year's 6-8 season and qualify again for the
Defensively, the Bantams are still
NESCAC Championship Tournament.
intact. With senior three-year starter Matt
Darr states regarding stepping down,
Gjerulff leading the unit, Trinity will look
"With the mechanics in place to maintain
for strong contributions from Tony
the program's current level of success,
Alexandra '04, last year's NESCAC rookie
under Coach Silcott's leadership, I felt it
of the year, Dan Bernardi '04, and Peter
was the right time for me to step down...
Kennedy '04. Junior Will Seifcrt is returnIt's been a great ride but, just like anything
ing at long pole and will be needed to conelse, there's a time to get off."
trol the middle of the field this season.
Silcott has gained experience on the
In the net is senior Eric Wilson, who
Trinity sideline for the past two seasons,
started last season, but sophomore Geoff
.working with the midfielders and the Shaw could challenge for lime.
Bantam offense. Silcott is optimistic about
• Trinity plays one of the toughest schedthe future of Trinity Lacrosse and looks to •-•• ules'-in the country, as a part o f the
continue the rapid development of the pro- NESCAC conference, Trinity will face tragram during this season. ,
ditional rivals, Amherstv'1 Williams,
After graduating seven players, the
Wesleyan,. Connecticut College,' Tufts,
team will'look for .the underclassmen to
Middiebury, and Bowdoin, along with
continue improving and step up their play
Pilgrim Conference force Eastern
throughout the season. Silcott says, "We Connecticut State University. Despite the
are still young but these kids already have
already tough challenges within the confera taste of college lacrosse and I think we ence, Silcott has added national powerare ready to start making waves,"
houses Gettysburg and Salisbury State.
The attack will look to junior Ravi
"I believe the best way to reach the top
Piflay to become a leader on the offensive, is by seeking out the toughest competition
end, and his experience with the Trinity , out there. I want Jcids who are competitors
offense will lead to a solid attack that wi|l
and who want to test themselves against the
be able.be a threaten to any defensive unit.'' . best," Silcott said,-:,.,.
Three.sophomores, will need tpjncr'ease , ,. With .spring break approaching,. the
their play this season and join Pilla.y. Shep' Bantams',will be. preparing,for the regular
Skiff, Sandy Leighton and fiaye.V/hoppi ., season. Despite a few losses due to gradurotated in the third attack last springy how-, , .ation, the,lacrosse team will need to conever,, with the graduation of ROD Morse tinue improve throughput the season to
they 'will see much more playing time.'
ensure.a winning record and a spot in the
Trinity's midfield will have to play
NESCAC Championship tournament.

ALICE ROBINSON

Mat her Mninq Hall

Includes
* Faculty Parking Lot Stickers
•Dinner at Max's Downtown

©

*Free Passes at a Golf course .andEMS

^Tattoo
*Car Repairs
•Library Copy Cards

•tannins
•AND MORE!!!

;:J ;,S:iOi

CHEESE PIZZA.

WINGS'(Mild, Hot) , . . . , . . , , . '(10}
MOZXARtUA STICKS. . . . . . . (8)
CMtCKEN riNGCXS
, , (10) . . , , .
GARHC»MA0WITHCH1ESI { 1 * 1 ' . . . •
FRIES
..,
:......•

14" Medium $8.50
10* Large $10,50
Additional Toppings: $.75 on med. $1.00 on large
onchevfes
gatl'C
ofwos
neffiia

broccoli
ehswjf peppers

ta»n
tambwgoi
onions

eggplant
mushrooms

ciw

$15,00

H O U S E SPECIAL

a! toppings $2.0
* * 4 HOURS NOTICE PLEASE!!

GRINDERS
8" Half
$4,*5

COOK8O SAIAM)

498B FARMINGTON AVENUE • HARTFORD
W Whole
$8 50

236-2616

1A ?5

HAM

«?'

With $7,00 Minimum Purchase

54 ir-

$n

~A

CHiatN SAIAO

I COMBO SPECIAL
large Cheese
ID Winqs (Fmaefd
2 Litof Soaa

targe

am SAIAD ,

Choose Pfexa
.,

%%m

.

CREEK SAIAD

(

**

»»|

, ,
T

| B«v « *-«s©
• With Gno Topping
* And Gel A Secant!
I harm Cteeae For

t.

40*

$

6JS
FREE

OFF
n fiQ
*- -

.
I

vnsSli'."v

HAWAIIAN

tfll'Cit

PASTP. AND DINNERS
SPACHITtl O' JTIW»H SAUCI
SPAGHHtlO" HI WfTH MFA7BALIS
WAGHETTJ OP - HI Wll It SAUSA^t
ifiQMANTPH' tGtANA WITH PASTA
ClttCKtN fAt GHANA WITH F W f t
.JA WTH PASTA , .

8f SS
S? V5
* • J'S

$7.93

tm^lji ^ jS

i Buy IB" Giant GjimJsri
.
And Get
•.
C h w s e fl%ztx ; * I S&G OF CHJP$ &' •*
: ;
2CSM8OFS0fc* I • IC!,AKSODA .' ;; I

%, Km m» Mm mm m* *m •-*, ?™, ** ^ ~^ ~~ — -™ ™

C^Mpon C$fl 18e ComWnoct Wiih Any Otfwir Oftor.
Must Mention Coupons When Ordering,

Ono Coupon par ordsr,

i A net S'3 Ji-

> " ( M i l f it d t l l ' l , '!

I 2LITEKSODA J
I With Any Large i
1 Cheese Piaza, -I

^^^A* i u A m M t t
l^^^tf' ^HWHi j^^L|| fej^w f^^M HttlWl A M t t
^ ^ M t ^^tt^ U B M MMRC B B
RBE jSMflv
fl?*w a^^W
P^P"' ^B^9 WP*f ^T^^ ^^^W
^W^w 9VW H^^^K WW^1* $VB^I

I

Ftrna, sNos*, tMtaw, tomaiws, gwcn popporss,

t O $ & £ D SALAD

sW H S $ w i s

RANCH CHICKEN UVQ

Vie $e$t <Pimi
{or Zk Best Write
m* *f< m* am m* mm mm »m *m

5 *X5.9ft I
I *2JM10IT I

SALADS

.

MED S1» OS

V($A

t C'S

-* IV

Si 3^

S H W M P PESTO

.**FREE DELIVERY**

$*. I't

B.ur,

C H I C f C I N P I S T O . . . . MED S11.45 , LA«QE St3.S6
FnssK Mteza«slla, IrcsSi chickon «n?J sficod tomatoes,
bstaied is pa*to saueo,

WHITI ME

V. ?•-

VWCIJ CHUSf

.. -.. MED &H.S0 . LARGE S1S..WS
i, raushraow,. onions,

«fct V (

%x >-

TUNA
COMBO '" ' M- Dl i i»t'l
E(.(.FMNT FARMI61ANA
CHlCiHfN rARMIO1A.HA
UIICKINCUTIFT
VEAi rAftWlGtAN*
VFA1 CUTIFT
4ttAS.iLHtl.SE
HSII
MEATBAUS
5-WSAC.f

ANTIPAStO

$1.99

tomatoes

'

SHEET

IS.2S

W.VI01II

,

RAVIOU

;"

j
$t.m j

inaiutlfs:, >i. !ad af{(• toi

BISSSOT
Choow C.'
$3 0 0

awns, man,
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Men's Basketball Falls in NCAA Second Round
Trinity Defeated by Brockport State After a Victory over Colby-Sawyer at Home this Past Thursday Night

Bryan Dion '02 posts up for the Bantams
ment i n a

SHANE EARLY

JIM SCTHNA

while."

"It was a real battle with
SPORTS EDITOR
Brockport," Uszenski continued.
After blowing out Colby"They're a very good team. We
Sawyer in the opening round of
played well, but we could have
the NCAA tournament, the men's
played better and they came away
basketball team traveled to
with the victory."
Brockport, NY looking for the
Playing in front of a large
same result against Brockport Thursday night crowd, Trinity
State. Brockport jumped out to
played host Colby Sawyer in the
ah early lead, and despite numer- opening round of the NCAA tourous runs by the Bantams, the
nament. Tri-captain Colin Tabb
Golden Eagles pulled away in the '02 made his presence felt early,
second half earning a comfortable
as the senior's sharp shooting
80-61 victory.
helped stake Trinity to an early
"We were well prepared for
lead.
The senior swingman
Colby Sawyer," said Ryan uszen- scored the games first eights
ski '03. "It was^e»ciffng to play
points, as Trinity opened up an
in the jJ^WWsi since the team
early double-digit lead.
(jjJrtMtrT qualified for the tournaInspired by the crowd,

Trinity's defensive intensity stifled the Chargers. After nearly
eight minutes of first half action,
Colby-Sawyer was only able to
put up four points.
Trinity sustained a solid double-digit lead throughout the first
half and appeared to be in complete control of the game, as"
Colby-Sawyer's early shooting
funk continued throughout the
first half and much of the game.
The Chargers were able to
make a run late in the first half,
cutting the Bantam lead to nine
with less than a minute remaining
before halftime.
Tabb again responded for
Bantams, drawing a foul and
extending the Trinity lead to 11 as
the first half closed.
Despite leading 33-22 at the
half, Trinity offense had yet to hit
stride. Tabb dropped 16 first half
points, but the 33 first half points
was well below the Bantams' season average.
In the second half the Trinity
offense began to gel, as the
Bantams scored 42 second half
points putting the game out of
reach.
Tabb again came out firing,
scoring six quick second half
points. Tabb, who was named the
NESCAC player of the year,
scored thirty points in the game.
The forward hit five three pointers, going 10-16 from the field
and 5-5 from the line. Fellow tricaptain Matt Jones '02 scored
nine. points on the day. Jones
stroked three triples and was the
Bantams' second leading scorer.
Tri-captain Bryan Dion '02
pulled down a team-high 10

rebounds in his final game in
Oosting gymnasium.
With the 75-47 victory,
Trinity advanced to the round of
32. The Bantams traveled to New
York on Saturday to take on
Brockport State.
Brockport, which was ranked
eighth in the nation coming into
the game, jumped out to an early
7-0 lead. Junior Ryan Uszenski
knocked down back-to-back baskets cutting the Golden Eagles
lead to four, but Brockport continued to lead throughout the first
half. Trinity trailed by double
digits, but was able to cut the
Brockport lead to six, at 30-24, on
a three-point field goal by Colin
Tabb. Paced by Uszenski's eight
points, Trinity trailed 32-24 at the

half.
In the second half Trinity was
able to cut the Brockport lead to
three on a Corey Days '03 lay up
at the 11:50 mark. With ten minutes left to go, Brockport opened
up the game. After a hard foul on
the Bantams, the Golden Eagles
owned
a ten-point
lead.
Brockport controlled the rest of
the game, securing an 80-61 victory. Thanks in large part to their
strong free throw shooting (1924),
Brockport fought off
Trinity's efforts to cut into their
lead.
With the loss Trinity finishes
their season with a final record of
19-6.
Brockport advances to play
Amherst in the Sweet Sixteen.

A Colby-Sawyer player shoots free throws

JIM SCTilNA

Readak EdiicationaL Services
ICRS9
If you're interested in a career in Human
Resources, or just want to know more about the
field of HR, you're invited to attend a
Human Resources Roundtable Lunch.
Come meet

Lisa/\lvarez-C.a!d eron

gnaw**

Looking for a
teaching job???
Readak Educational Services is

,

Senior Director of H uman Resources

at Bristol Myers

around the worldl
Your choices of locations are vast!/!

JRSDA
March 7, 2002
l2:OOp.m.

••ntheCSQ.

Lisa will answer any
questions you may
have- so be prepared
to ask a few!

WEDNESDAY
March 6. 2002

teleconference
6:30 - 7:30 PM
Career Services Office

room

Sign-Up NOW!!!'

^^7/2002

Deadline \s

5rACL 15 LIMITE.D TO TML TIRfT
V . : . - . . : . ^ . . . :V-:

RSVPby

'»the-:'.•
2e

r Unices Of f

SUNDAY
March 3rd, 2002.

:.:'•• V i ^ r

THURSDAY, MARCH 7th
to Ellen Gagnon at elien;gagnon@trincollitedu

Log onto Trinity Recruiting at http://trincoll.erecrijitihg.C:cim;
Do a find for Reddak then post your resume online
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Squash Teams Sweep Singles Titles
Bernardo Samper captured the
tournament title. The victory was
even more impressive after considering that Samper only lost one
game in the entire tournament.
Samper won his match over
Will Evans in the final, 4-9, 9-2,
9-4, 9-5. Earlier, Evans had
defeated Trinity sophomore
Michael Ferreira, the number two
seed, 10-9,9-5,9-10,9-2.
Evans also defeated junior
Nick Kyme in a five game grudge
match. Evans downed Kyme 9-6,
9-6, 2-9, 2-9, 9-2.
Sophomore Nadeem Osman
won the consolation final by beating Tim Nagel in straight games,
9-2,9-1,9-0.
Samper commented on his
freshman season saying, "It was a
great season. Being a freshman, I
wasn't sure how I would be able
to handle everything. But in the
end, my teammates were really
there for me, and I was able to do
what I wanted to do, and even
beyond that."
He also mentioned that the
team "...only lost three matches.
We were really strong and very
focused on what we were doing."
With Samper's victory the
Trinity men's team regains its
domination of singles play, after
falling to capture the singles
crown last season.

KATHRYN YOUNGBERG
SPORTS WRITER
This weekend the Trinity
men's and women's squash teams
put one last success on a long list
of triumphs in their 2001-2002
season.
At Princeton University, the
women's team competed in the
WISA individual championships,
and the men's team competed in
the N1SRA individual championships.
For the women, number one
seed sophomore Amina Helal
made it to the final round to play
her teammate, number two seed
freshman Sulin Leong.
Helal won the match 9-2, 9-1,
9-0.
Sophomore Pam Saunders
won the consolation final in a 3-2
victory over Harvard's Carlin
Wing, while teammate Lynnie
Minkowski '04 had an amazing
weekend. The sophomore won
the entire B flight championships
with a four games victory over R.
Gupta by the score of 6-9, 9-3, 79, 9-7, 9-5.
Helal commented on the season, saying, "It was a perfect one.
We got every title there is to win.
How could it get any better?"
In the men's tournament,
number one seeded freshman

Lefika Ragontse '02 extends to return the ball

Men's Hockey Team Loses to
Middlebury in NESCAC Finals
SHANE EARLY
SPORTS EDITOR
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WWW.SQUASHTALK.COM

Amina Helal '04 won the singles title last weekend.

WWW.SQUASHTALK.COM

Trinity's men's hockey team
further solidified itself as one of
the nation's top Division III programs this past weekend, all this
despite a heartbreaking 3-2 loss to
Middlebury in the NESCAC
finals.
"We made a big statement.
We earned a little respect, respect
that we never had before. People
will think of us differently now,"
said Drew Haider '03.
Head Coach John Dunham
added to Haider's sentiments saying, "Here we are, a team with no
rink, and we've got kids tough
enough to compete with the very
best in the nation."
Trinity advanced to the final
weekend of NESCAC play
thanks to a 4-1 . win over
Williams. Trinity took on second
seeded Bowdoin, while host
Middlebury took on Colby in the
other semifinal match-up.
On Saturday, following a 3-2
Middlebury victory, Trinity
squared off against the Polar
Bears. The Bantams were the
underdogs in their match-up
against Bowdoin. The team
entered the arena at the end of the
Middlebury game only to hear
chants of "BRING ON BOWDOIN" from the Middlebury
fans.
As the game began, Trinity
opened on the defensive as
Bowdoin blistered senior goalie
Geoff Faulkner with sixteen first
period shots. Trinity got its first
real offensive opportunity at 6:42
of the first period, when the
Bantams went on the power play.
After a successful penalty kill by
the Polar Bears, Steve LaBrie '04
was whistled for hooking at 11:03

of the first period.
The Bantams were able to kill
off the penalty, but Trinity was
soon hit with another two minute
minor as LaBrie was, again, whistled for hooking, only 54 seconds
after he left the penalty box.
What appeared to be a
momentum shift back to
Bowdoin quickly turned Trinity's
way as ten seconds into the Polar
Bear's power play, freshman forward Jeff Natale took a long pass
from defenseman Martins Lans
'02 and skated in for a shorthanded breakaway goal.
Bowdoin was quick to
answer, though, as the Polar
Bears evened the score with a
power play 55 seconds later.
Faulkner and the Trinity defense
fought off a third Bowdoin power
play when the Bantams were
penalized for having too many
men on the ice at 16:32 of the
first.
Trinity broke the 1-1 tie,
when the Bantams notched a
power play goal at 8:31 of the
second period. Joseph Ori '05 lit
the lamp on a play assiste.d by
Timothy Joncas '04 and Brian
Fenwick '02.
The Bantam lead was again
short lived, as Bowdoin added an
even strength goal less than a
minute and a half later, tying the
game at two. •'At: the end of a
closely contested second period
the score remained knotted at
two.
, Trinity played its best hockey
in the third. The team peppered
the Bowdoin goalie with 11 shots,
while limiting the Polar Bears to
six shots on goal in the period.
Despite numerous quality scoring
opportunities and power plays
Trinity was unable to take the
lead. With just over six minutes

remaining in the period, Bowdoin
appeared to take the lead, but the
Polar Bear goal was quickly disallowed when 'the referee ruled
the puck had been kicked into the
net by a Bowdoin player.
At 17:29 of the third the
Bantams went on the power play
again. Trinity continued to out
play Bowdoin in the third period,
but was unable to put the puck in
the net and the two teams headed
into overtime.
It seemed only fitting that the
game should end in sudden death,
as the game had been tied for
57:49 of the 60-minute regulation
period.
After Trinity was unable to
convert on some quality scoring
chance some Bantam fans had an
uneasy feeling going into overtime.
The team, however,
remained confident.
"I don't think there was a
doubt, in anyone's mind heading
into overtime that we were going
to win the game," said Associate
Head Coach Dave Cataruzolo,
"It was just a matter of who was
going to get the game winner."
The teams battled for 9:45 of
an up and down overtime period,
when Ryan Stevens '05 punched
home the rebound off a.shot from
co-captain Jeff Griffin'02. Kevin
Hathway '05 also assisted on the
play, giving Trinity a 3-2 victory.
Faulkner paced the Bantams with
34 saves in the game.
On Sunday, Trinity took on
Middlebury in front of a loud and
animated crowd at the Chip
Kenyon hockey rink. From the
opening face off it was clear
Middlebury was on its game. The
Panther's had played poorly in
their Saturday victory over Colby,
but on Sunday their play was
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